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1 INT~OnUCTION 

1.1 The System XXV 

ihe brain of the System XXV is a ~oonly computer and its memory. 
Associated with this are three disk drives. which store and 
retrieve information on the disks, and a tape drive for reading 
information into the system from tape. Tn addition. the system 
is connected to one or more networks which allow it to 
communicate with users and other computers. These various oarts 
which make up a System XXV are run by a monitor (or operating 
system) called "AUGUST". AUr,UST talks to the network. makes 
sure that all the parts of the system are wor~inQ properly and 
in harmony, and oversees users· interaction with the programs 
run by the system. AUGUST also communicates directly with 
~ystem XXV users through a program called ·~X~CR and carries out 
many user commands. 

1.2 Purpose and StrJcture of the Manual 

This manual provides the information necessary to bring up a 
System XXV that has crashed. It is divided into several major 
sections, each at which covers a different situation you might 
encounter after a system crash. Their order is the same as the 
series of Questions you might ask yourself when faced with a 
system that is not operating correctly. We hope that readi~d 
through the sections in order will enable you to step through 
the process of determining what is wrong with a system, deciding 
how to bring it up, and finalLy actually doing the recovery 
procedure you have decided on. Because the manual is arran~ed 
in this working order. its first several sections deaL with 
error conditions and hung systems. Only after these oroble~s 
are dealt with can ~e turn in section 5 to ~hat to do if the 
system has crashed. This section discusses recovery procedures 
in general, the various types of recovery avaiLable on the 
System XXV, and when to use each of them. Section 5 is very 
important; do not S~iD it. 

Where applicable and heLpful. each large section of this manual 
is divided into four parts: 

Introduction. A quick lOOK at the current section. This 
will tell you such things as what the section .is about. how 
the information is organized. and where to go if it is not 
what you need. 

Summary. An outline that briefly presents exactly what you 
need to know or do. This is meant to be used as a working 
document or for quick reference; no explanation is included. 

Discussion. A detailed expLanation of the information and 
procedures outlined in the Summary. 
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Errors and Recoveries. A list of common problems and 
suggested solutions. 

1.3 Conventions of the Manual 

~his manual has a set of conventions that will make it, we hope, 
clear and easy to read. 

Program name~ always appear in capital letters. for example, 
CHECKuISK. 

Special keys on the terminal are indicated by the abbreviations: 

(SP) for space 

(CR) for carriage return 

(ESC> for altmode or escape 

(IF> for line feed 

Control characters are indicated with the notation "CTRl" and 
surrounded by angle brac~ets. for example, (CTRl-X>. To type a 
control character, hold down the CTRL key while typing the 
letter. To type <CTRL-X>, for instance. you would hold down the 
control key and at the same time type an X (in uopercase or 
lowercase). 

The manual will refer to switches on the control panel by 
function in capital letters. When you look at the control 
panel, you will see that the switches are in rows and that 
different rows of switches are labeled by what they control; for 
exampLe, there is a row of switches labeled "micro processor". 
Inside these rows of switches, individual switches are named by 
what they do: for instance, in the row of switches LabeLed 
"micro processor", there is a switch named "stop". This switch, 
which is used to stop the microprocessor, is called ~TCRQ 
PROCESSOR STOP. 

You put control panel switches "on" by pushing them up, and you 
put them "off" by pushing them down. Some switches are 
momentary, which means that after you put them on (up), they 
w~ll return to the off (down) position when you release them. 
If you read "Put MICRO PROCESSOR STOP on", this means push UP 

the switch labeled "stop" in the row of switches labeled "micro 
processor". 

Commands appear in two ways. ~hen the command is discussed in 
the text. the first letter of the command is capitalized and 
there are no quotation marks. When, on the other hand, you are 
directed to enter a specific command, for example in the Summary 
of a section, the command and its ar~ument(s) are lowercase and 
enclosed in Quotation marks. In this case, type exactly what 
you see. excLuding, of course. the Quotation marks. If the 
operator's terminal is uppercase only, you may tyoe the commands 
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;n uppercase; however, the reverse is not true. All uppercase 
commands must bT given that way; do not type them lowercase. 
Some prgrams cannot recognize uppercase letters. 
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2 ERROR CONDITIONS -- HOW TO IDENTIFY THEM 

2.1 Introduction 

~hen you are faced with a system experiencing some problem, the 
first thing you need to do is determine what this problem, may 
be. There are three important aids in this process: error 
messages, BU~HLT numbers. and error l1~hts. Always read and 
record the error messages. BUGHLT numbers, and error lights 
before you attempt to bring the system. up. 

2.2 Error ~essages and BUGHLT Numbers 

When the system crashes, it usually provides an error message on 
the operator-s terminal specifying what caused the crash. This 
is followed by a BUGHLT number. Always read and record error. 
messages and PUGHLT numbers when you have a system that is down. 
~ list of the various OUGHLT numbers and what they mean Comes 
with this manaul. 

The system may be set so that it does not print the 8UGHLT 
number, but only orints the word "BUGHLT" followed by the 
location of the 8UGHLT. When this happens, type w.[" to force 
the system to print the number. The BUGHLT number will be the 
second, or right. haLf of the number printed. 

2.3 Error Lights 

when the system ;s functioning normally. certain lights on the 
control panel are on, others off. ~hen the system crashes. 
these lights change. Lights that indicate the system is 
functioning correctly are replaced by error lights. lights 
indicating some error has occurred. This section will heLD you 
tell the difference between lights lit during normal operation 
and error lights. 

Normal lights 

When the system is operating normaLly. a pattern 
consisting of four lights will be cycling among the 
address lights on the control oanel. Unless the system is 
very heaviLy loaded, these tights should be moving. If 
they do not move for a reasonable oeriod of time, the 
system is orobably hung or down. 

Error Lights 

The following lights on the control panel are lit steadily 
only when an error has occurred and the system has crashed 
or will crash. 

MEM PAR ~RR light indicates a memory parity error. 
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~I PAR ERR light indicates a microcode parity error. 

DROG HALT liqht indicates that the computer has 
encountered a halt instruction in AUGUST, the operating 
system. Systens programmers occasionalLy install halt 
instructions in AUGUST to help them trace problems. 
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3 IS TH~ SYSTEM HU~G OR H~S IT CRA~HED? 

Before you can deal with a system that ;s n~t operating correctly, 
you must determine whether it is hung or has crashed. Learning to 
reco~nize a hung system is a matter of practice. There is no ,ne 
sure test that will determine if a system is hung, but hung systems 
do have the following common symptoms. 

1) Lights on the control panel appear static or are immobile and 
pulSing in some kind of regular pattern. 

2) There is no response when you type <CTRL-C> or (CTRL-T> on 
the operator's terminal. 

3) You cannot log in from another terminal. 

4) You are receiving irate calls from users who are unable to do 
anything. 

5) In spite of all this, there is no 8UGHLT indicated on the 
operator's terminal. 

If a system is net functioning and does not have one or more of 
these symptoms, then it has crashed. See section 5. ~hat to do if 
the System has Crashed. 
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4 ~HAT TO DO IF THE SYSTEM IS HUNG 

q.l Introduction 

4.2 

The procedure documented in this section will force a hung 
system to crash. This may seem brutal. but it is necessary. 
The hung system is in linno; only after it crashes can you bring 
it back up. When you finish this procedure and the system is 
down, use the disk recovery procedure to bring it uo. 

Summary 

1 ) Put address switch 31 on (up). 

2) out data switch 2 on. 

3) Put CONSOLr DEPOSIT THIS momentarily on. 

4) Put data switch 2 off. 

5) Put data switch 0 on. 

6) Put CONSOLr DEPOSIT THIS momentarily on. 

7) ~ait until activity lthe flicKering of the lights. etc.) 
stops. 

8) Bring the system uo w~th the disk recovery procedure. 

4.3 Discussion 

When the system ;s hung. it is trapped in the execut;on of some 
process. The procedure outlined in the above Summary is 
designed to bring the system out of this cycle and cause it to 
crash. This is desirable because crashinp is the normal 
response to abnormal conditions. ~hen it crashes, the system 
tries to take care of itself -- to save files. to protect the 
monitor, to print an error message indic3ting what the problem 
mdY be, and so forth. Furthermore, only after 1t has crashed 
can the system be brought up. 

Pecause a hun9 system ignores commands entered on the operator 9 s 
terminal. to work with one, you must enter the data and commands 
manually from the control panel. Put on address switch 31 by 
push;n~ the switch up. Then. put on data switch 2. Finally, 
momentarily put on C~~SDLE DEPOSIT THIS. This process turns on 
bit 2 at address 20 octal in the computer's memory. When YOU 
turn on this bit, you tell the system that everything that is 
storeo in the temporary storage area should be read back into 
its permanent location. Temporary storage contains all new 
information the system has not read out to its real disk 
location and also the intermediate results from processes being 
performed but not yet completed. Before forcing the system to 
crash, you need to make sure that aLL this information is safely 
stored in the right place on the disk. 
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~ow put data switch 2 oft, put on data switch 0 and then put on 
CONSOLE DEPOSIT THIS. By doing this, you turn on bit 0 at 
address 20 octal. This bit is used by the system to record and 
check its status. When bit 0 is off, the system knows it is 
running successfully; when bit 0 is on. it means the system has 
encountered a dangerous situation and should crash. Thus, when 
you turn on bit 0 manually from the control panel, you trigger a 
system crash. Once all the flickering of the lights stoos, the 
system is down. Bring it up with the disk recovery procedure. 
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5 WHAT TO DO IF THE SYSTEM HAS C~ASHED 

5.1 Introduction 

When a System XXV crashes, before you can bring it uo you must 
decide which recovery procedure to use. ~his section will help 
you do this. It is divided into three parts. The first part 
explains what the System XXV·s recovery prodecures do. the 
second part briefly describes the recovery orocedures available, 
and the third part will help you decide which procedure you need 
to use. !n addition. we give advice about what to do if you 
cannot bring up the system. Once you know which recovery 
orocedure to use, tor specific instructions, go to the major 
section describing it. 

5.2 What is a Recovery 0rocedure? 

The System XXV is operated by a very large program caLled the 
"monitor". The monitor is basicalLy what makes a machine into a 
computer. It is resp~nsible for checking the system to make 
sure it is running correctly, transferring information within 
the computer and between it and the outside world, overseei,g 
all the various programs run by the users, keeping the users' 
jobs separate and allocating resources to them, and ~o forth. 

In keeping with its two functions. running the system and 
overseeing the users' proorams and requests, the monitor is 
divided into two parts. The most important part is the 
"resident". or "kernel", monitor. The t~o names of this part of 
the monitor reflect its two maj~r characteristics. "Kernel" 
monitor indicates that this part of the monitor is the core ot 
the system. It contains basic instructions and information 
necessary for the system to function. For this reason, it must 
always remain, or reside. in central memory; thus, the name 
"resident" monitor. 

The second part of the monitor, the "swappable" monitor. 
contains information and procedures related to users' needs 
rather than system functions. It is called the "swapoable" 
because, unlike the resident monitor, this part of the monitor 
is not always present in central memory. Instead its various 
parts are copied or "swapped- into central memory only when they/ 
are needeo. The Copy File to File process is an example of the 
type of procedure located in swapoable monitor. ~hen you enter 
a Copy command. the system begins by looking for this process in 
the Pnrts of swappable monitor present in core. If it discovers 
that the ropy process is no longer im memory, it recalls it from 
disk and then executes your command. 

The System XXV·s entire monitor is called "AUGUST". AUGUST 
thinks it is running on a POPIO. Since it is not. AUGUST 
depends on another part of the system called the 
"microprocessor". The microprocessor is what translates the 
monitor's instructions into something the ~ystem XXV can 
understand. It consists of a memory cont~ining information 
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called "microcode", and a wmicrocontroller" that uses this 
information. When AUGUST, the monitor, gives a PDPIO-like 
instruction, the microcontroller takes the instruction and uses 
the microcode to translate it into the equivalent instruction 
for a System XXV. 

In most ~ystem XXV crashes the problem is an error in the 
monitor. The System XXV·s various recovery procedures are 
designed to replace the old copy of the monitor with a new one 
from disk or tape where co~ies are permanently stored. Some 
crashes. however. destroy not only the monitor but also the· 
m1crocode. Since th~ microprocessor cannot function without the 
microcode, this means that the microprocessor can no long~r 

translate thp. instructions you or the monitor try to give it. 
In this case, before copying the monitor. the recovery procedure 
must also provide a new copy of the microcode. After the 
microprocessor has this copy of the microcode, the system is 
given the resident monitor. Once the resident monitor is safely 
stored in central memory, the system starts running and then 
copies the swappable monitor. 

After the new mon1tor is in memory, in most recovery procedures. 
the system checks the file system with a program called 
CHECKDISK. If everything is OK, the system reports "August in 
operation". This means the system is ready to come up and ODen 
itself for normal use. If CHECKDISK discovers something wrong 
with file system, it will not come UD. Instead. it will wait 
for you to correct the problem. After correcting the problem, 
you will have to halt the system and bring it up again. (As you 
will learn in the next section, some recovery procedures allow 
you to avoid th1s system checking.' 

It should be emphasized that the reocvery procedures are simply 
programs like the monitor and everything else that runs on the 
system. They will not fix any hardward problems. and. in fact. 
cannot work if the system has something physically wrong with 
it. If you suspect that the system has a hardware problem, or 
you cannot bring it up after trying repeatedly, you may need to 
contact your manager and Tymshare maintenance. 

5.3 ~ecovery Procedures Available 

Introduction 

The System XXV has five recovery procedures. None of them is 
particularly difficult, but they do h3ve substantial 
differences. They are divided into two groups: those 
procedures which return the system to normal use, and those 
procedures which should be used only e1ter very serious 
system error and which do not return the syst~m to normal 
use. The Summary below lists all five procedures and 
mentions one or two of the~r most imoortant features. 
Following this is a general discussion of what each procedure' 
does and of the procedures' relationship to each other. ro 
decide which orocedure to use after a crash, see the next 
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section. For details on exactly how each procedure ~orks, 
see the individual section which discusses it. To learn 
about recovery procedures in general. see section 3.2. ~hat 
is a Recovery Procedure. 

Summary 

Each of the following three procedures returns the syste~ to 
normal operation and opens it to users. 

Disk Recovery. You instruct the system to look on the 
disk for the information it needs to come up. 
~;scussed in section 6. 

Tape Recovery. You provide the information the system 
needs to come up from tape: providing a new copy of the 
microcode is an optional part of this procedure. 
~iscussed in section 8. 

Automatic Recovery. After crashing, the system 
immediately copies the information it needs from disk 
and tries to bring itself up. This is done 
automatically, without waiting for an operator. 
Discussed in section 1. 

80th the next two procedures brings the system up closed to 
normal users and allows systems programmers to investigate 
what is going on. Use them only as a last resort, after 
serious system errors. and under supervision 

standalone Recovery. You instruct the system to come UD 
without checking the file system or running the system 
jobs. Discussed in section 9. 

Disk Rebuild. Before bringing the system Up. you wipe out 
and then rebuild the entire file system. reading copies 
of every file from tape. Discussed in section 10. 

Discussion 

When the System XXV crashes, in most cases you bring it uo by 
replacing the old copy of the monitor with a new one. You 
can provide this new copy either by copying it from disk. in 
which case you are doing a "disk recovery", or by reading it 
from tape tor a "tape recovery". Roth of these procedures 
are begun by an operator after the system has crashed. As 
part of the tape recovery procedure you may also read in new 
copy of the microcode the information used by the 
microprocessor. ~eplac;ng the microcode is usually necessary 
only after crashes due to power failure. 

In addition to the tape and disk recovery procedures, there 
is another procedure that the system itself can start up 
after a crash. Since the system begins this procedure 
without waiting for anyone to instruct it, this third type of 
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recovery is called "automatic recovery". Automatic recovery 
is very much like disk recovery. Upon crashing, the system 
immediately cooies the current contents of central memory to 
disk. copies in a new monitor from disk. and starts to bri~g 
itself up. Automatic recovery never occurs unless the system 
was already set for it before crashing. To learn how to set 
a system to recover automatically. see section 12, Recovery 
Switches. 

Disk, tape, and automatic recovery have sUbstantial 
differences -- they are either automatic or not and the new 
monitor comes from either taoe or disk. ~o~~ver. all three 
have the same result: they all end with the system checking 
itself and the tile system and then being opened for narmal 
use. The next two recovery procedures do not have this 
convenient result. 

Poth standalone recovery and disk rebuild allow the system to 
skip important parts of the normal recovery procedure. ~or 

this reason they are very risky; do not attempt them without 
being specifically instructed to do so and without 
supervision of a systems programmer or manager. In 
standalone recovery. the monitor is read from tape and you 
then direct the system to bypass its normal self-checking 
procedures and come uo CLOSED to users. This means that only 
the operator-s terminal has access to the system; no other 
users may log in. .hen a system will accept ireput only from 
the operator·s terminal, it is said to be "standalone". The 
standalone recovery procedures takes its name because it has 
this effect. 

Even more serious than standalone recovery is disk rebuild. 
Disk rebuild allows you to do just what you micht suspect 
from its n~me -- rebuild the file system stored on the disk. 
As in standalone recovery. you begin by reading in a tape 
containing a new monitor. Then, before the system needs to 
use any information from the disk. you begin the disk rebuild 
procedure. A disk rebuild involves destroying all the 
current versions of every file, and returning to the version 
stored on dump tapes; normally. it should NEVER be used. 

5.4 Deciding Which Recovery Procedure to Use 

Introduction 

~hen a System XXV is down. whether for the first time in a 
month or minutes after a previous crash, the first step in 
bringing it uo is deciding which recovery procedure to use. 
This section will help you make this choice. !t is divided 
into t~o parts. The Summary contains a table showing types 
of crashes and their recovery procedures. The Discussion 
e~olains the logic behind the table: it will tell you why a 
particular recovery procedure is used in a certain set of 
circumstances. Once you determine which recovery procedurp. 
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you need, go to the section discuss;n~ it to learn h~w to use 
it. 

Sum~nry 

The table below shows when to use each of the System XXV·s 
five recovery procedures. The left colu~n lists different 
situations you might ~ncounter; the right column shows the 
recovery procedure you should use. ~ote that you cannot 
decide to use automatic recovery after the crash has 
occurred. (Automatic recovery means that the system will try 
to bring itself up after a crash without waiting for an 
operator.) For automatic recovery to occur, the system must 
be set for it before the crash. 

Situation Recovery Procedure 

------~----~-------------------------~---------------------

Crash NOT DUE to power failure 
Hung system is forced to crash 
Any "normal" crash 
After CHECKDISK problems corrected 

Pecovery begins automatically 

Crash DUE to power failure 
Disk recovery fails 
Automatic recovery fails 

Tape recovery fails repeatedlY 

Entire file system destroyed 

Discussion 

Disk Recovery 
DisK Recovery 
Disk Recovery 
Disk Recovery 

Automatic Pecovery 

Tape Recovery 
Tape Recovery 
Tape Recovery 

Standalone Recovery 
FIRST. contact manager 
or systems program~mer 

Disk Rebuild 
F!~ST, contact ~a,a~er 
or systems programmmer 

The System XXV has three standard recovery procedures: disk 
recovery, tape recovery, and automatic recovery. In addition 
to these. there are two more risky recovery procedures. 
standalone recovery and disk rebuild, which should not be 
used w~thout your manager~s approval. This large number of 
choices means that you have more flexibility in responding to 
a crash, but it also means that you have more choices to 
make. Before you can bring up a system that is down. you 
must decide which recovery procedure to use. To make this 
decision. you must consider: 1) how the syst~m will respond 
when it encount~rs an error while running: 2) the 
circumstances of the crash, what caused it, and wh8t effect 
it had. 
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When a System XXV crashes. the first thing it does is check 
four internal switches, called "recovery switches". Recovery· 
switches are four memory locations whose values tell the 
system how to respond to a crash. ~ecovery switches 
explained in section 12; here it is enough to know that they 
will tell the system to do one of two things: stop and wait 
for an operator, or immediately begin the automat1c recovery 
proceoure and try to come up. You should know how the 
recovery switches of each system have been set so you will 
know how it wi II respond to a crash·. If you see a system 
crash and do not know what it will do, watch the system, 
until you know whether it is going to come up automatically 
or you need to begin a recovery procedure. If you see a 
system crash which you know is set for automatic recovery, it 
is wise to keep an eye on it and make sure it really does 
begin the automatic recovery procedure. Recovery switches 
are occasionally destroyed in system crashes. When this 
hRDpens. a system originally set to reco~er automaticalLy 
w;ll simply sit there waiting. 

If a system does manage to begin an automatic recovery, you 
have at first no decisions to make. If all poes well, the 
systpm wilt come back up and you witl not need to do 
anything. However, automatic recovery does have two 
pitfalls. First, the recovery may not be successful and the 
system may"hang or crash again. If you notice this 
happening, do not let another automatic recovery begin; the 
procedure is hardly likely to succeed on a second try. 
Instead. halt the system, if necessary. and bring it up 
yourself with the backup recovery procedure. tape recovery. 
The second problem that can keep the system from coming all 
the way UP is errors in the file system. As the system comes 
up, it uses a program called "CHECKDISK" to examine the disk 
and make sure the files are OK. If CHECKDISK discovers 
problems, the system will stop to wait for someone to correct 
them. After correcting the errors, you will have to halt the 
system, and bring it up with disk recovery. 

If, after a crash, a system does not try to come up 
automatically but instead just sits there waiting, then you 
must take over and begin some recovery procedure. Your 
choices at this point are disk recovery and tape recovery. 
Of these, disk recovery is more convenient and should be 
tried first. simply because it is so easy to use. However. 
disK recovery requires that the procedure itself survive the 
crash 2nd that EDDT be available to begin it. Both of these 
are part of the old monitor. Crashes due to Dower failure 
destroy the old monitor (and microcode) completely and thus 
wipe them out. If you think the crash was the result of 
power fa;lure~ do not use disk recovery; instead, try tape 
recovery. 

If you do decide to start with disk recovery and the system 
succeeds in running CHECKDISK, this means rOOT and the 
recovery procedure itself are OK. Even if CHECKDYSK 
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discovers file problems and the systen does not come UO, YOU 
may again use disk recovery, after correcting the problems 
and halting the system. File problems do not indicate that 
anything is wrong with the actual recovery procedure. 
However, if the first time you try disk recovery the system 
does not get as far as running CHECKDISK -- the recovery 
procedure never starts or the system crashes or hangs -- you 
will know that either EDDT or the disk recovery procedure or 
both did not survive the crash. In these circumstances. it 
is a waste of time to try the orocedure a second time. 
Instead, halt the system, if necessary, and switch to tape 
recovery. 

Tape recovery, the last of the three "normal" recovery 
procedures, is the backup procedure. In tape recovery the 
system copies the information it needs from tape; thus. 
recovery does not depend on any part of the system being able 
to function. Instead you enter all commands to the system 
through the control panel. However, although tape recovery 
is the most reliable of the recovery procedures, it is also 
the most time-consuming and inconvenient. Do not try taoe 
recovery if you think disk recovery will work. 

If you must use taoe recovery, because the power failed or 
disk and automatic recovery do not work. feel free to try it 
several times. If you are using it after a power failure. or 
if nothing happens when you try to read the monitor taoe. 
begin the procedure by reading in the microcode t3pe. If 
recovery does start, but the system never reaches the point 
of running CHECKDISK, halt the system, if necessary, and try 
the procedure over. again beginning by reading in the 
microcode tape. If, after trying the recovery three times 
from beginning, the system still does not run CHECKDISK. 
something may be seriously wrong. Notify a systems 
programmer or your manager; they may want to try standalone 
recovery. Once CHECKDISK does run, even if CHECKDTSK 
discovers problems with the files system, the new monitor is 
in memory and this part of the recovery procedure has been a 
success. Tn addition, since EDDT and the disk recovery 
procedure are part of the monitor. they are again available. 
If CH~CKDISK detects file problems and you must halt the 
system after correcting them, you may use disk recovery to 
bring the system pack up. 

standalone recovery is the procedure used when some problem 
with the file system, CHECKDISK, the system jobs. and so 
forth, is causing the system to crash after the monitor is 
read into memory, but before it can come up all the way and 
return to normal use. In standalone recovery, after the 
monitor ;s cooied from tape, the system simoly stons where it 
is and waits. A syste~s programmer can then eyamine the 
monitor, the file system, and so forth. and try to determine 
what is wrong. A standalone recovery is not hard to do, but 
since the system comes up without checking how it is 
operating or making sure the file system is good, great harm 
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may be done by mistake. Never undertake standalone recovery 
without expert supervision. 

The final type of recovery procedure, disk rebuild. should be 
used only after a systems programmer has determined that a 
crash has damaged the fi,Le system beyond alL hope of repair. 
Disk rebuild allows you to bring up the system in such a way 
that before anything ;s needed from the disk. the entire file 
system is replaced with backup files from tape. Because 
files can be replaced only with the~r most recent bacKups, 
the most current versions of many files will be permanently 
lost. The decision to do a disk rebuild can be made onLy ~y 

a manager or a systems proqrammer, and we hope the procedure 
will never have to be used. 

5.5 Difficulty Bringing Up ~he System 

!f you cannot bring up the system or feel that something 
mysterious is going on, call Tymshare M.aintenance or an OA~ 
operatin~ systems programmer. 
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6 DISK RECOVERY 

f..1 Introduction 

You should try to bring the System XXV up with the disk recovery 
procedure after any crash that is not due to power failure. The 
procedure is Quick and easy; however. it relies on part of the 
monitor surviving the crash. This means it may not always work. 
Do not try to use disk recovery more than ONCE. If your first 
attempt at bringing UD the system with. disk recovery fails 
before C4~CKDISK is run, you must halt the system, if necessary, 
and then switch to tape recovery. If CHSCKDISK does run. then 
the system·s new monitor is in place and this part of recovery 
has been successful. Even if CHECKD!SK finds problems with the 
file system and you must halt the system after taking care of 
them, you may again use disk recovery to bring the system back 
up. To correct problems found by CHECKD!~K and to halt the 
system, see section 13, Related Procedures. 

1> Check the EUGHLT number on the operator's terminal and look 
it up in the list of 8UGHLTs; in addition, note which error 
lights are lit. Recora all this information. 

2) On thp operator·s terminal, type "dskrld<ESC>g". 

3) The reoonse should be "reloading from disk". If you never 
get this message, begin a tape recovery. 

4) When the system says, "800T ~ROM DISK ~ACK # [CR ~0~ ANY]", 
type <CR>. The system will begin to copy the monitor and 
will record its progress in messages. 

5) ~hen the operator's terminal says "EDDTn, type "start<~SC)g·. 
After a short time, the system should report the size of the 
memory and print several messages about BAT blocks. 

7) CHECKDISK will run and check the file system. If it finds no 
major errors, it will report the number of disk pages used 
and the number available. If bad files are discovered, they 
will be listed and the system will announce "~ugust not in 
operation". 

8) If CHECKDISK runs successfully, the system will announce 
n!ugust in operation" and ask for the date and time. Enter 
these in the form OD-~ON-YY<SP>HH:MM; follow with <CR). The 
system jobs will log in automatically. 

g} When the system promots you with "2", the prompt for ~XEC. 

log in by typing "oper<SP)password<SP><CR>n, where password 
stands for your password. 
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10) After the system prints various messages and prompts with 
you another "an, type nena(CR)". The response will be a new 
promDt~ "!". 

11) Type "refCSP)a(CR)". 

6.3 Discussion 

When the ~ystem XXV crashes, the first thing it does is check 
its recovery switches. (For information on recovery switcheS9 
see section 12, Recovery Switches.) If the recovery switches do 
not tell the system to come up automatically, the system simply 
stops and waits for someone to tell it what to do next. You now 
need to step in and bring the system up by providing a new coey 
of the monitor. In disk recovery, you do this by telling the 
system to get a new copy at the monitor from disk. where it is 

'permHnently stored. Disk recovery thus saves you the 
inconvenience of finding and loading the monitor tape and 
switching all the switches on the control panel. However~ it 
will not always work. To start the copying procedure, you must 
use part of the old monitor called "EDDT". EDoT escapes ~ost 
crashes without harm; however, crashes due to power failure 
always destroy EDDT and sometimes other crashes, for example, 
those due to power surges, will also damage it. If you suspect 
that the crash was due to power failure, do not try to bring up 
the system with disk recovery; use tape recovery instead. 

You begin disk recovery by typing "dskrld<ESC)gw. "Dskrld" 
stands for ndisk reload"; it is the name of a location in the 
syst~m·s memory. This location is the beginning of the disk 
recovery procedure, a program that copies a new monitor from" a 
file stored on the disk. Yhen you type "ds~rld(ESC>gn, you tell 
EDDT to go to this procedure and begin rUnning the program found 
there. When the procedure be~ins, it prints "reloading from 
disk". !f this message never appears, it means EDDT was wiped 
out by the crash and you cannot reach the disk recovery 
procedure. In this case, begin a tape recovery. 

If control is successfully transferred to the disk recovery 
procedure, the procedure first moves itself to a special spot in 
memory, beginning at location 3000, and makes room for the ne~ 
monitor by clearing the rest of central memory. The system next 
needs to know where to should look for a new monitor. Each disk 
has a copy of the monitor stored in a file named 
CSYST~M>MONITOR.PACK-x;l. where x stands for the cisk numoer. 
The monitor file on disk pack 0, for example, is named 
MONITOR.PACK-O;l. To find out which disk it should check for 
the new monitor, the system will ask "BOOT FROM DISK PACK # eCR 
FOR ANY]". The standard answer here is <CR). This tells the 
system to start by looking on disk pack 0 for the file; if it is 
not there, look on disk pack 1, and finally check disk pack 2. 
To tell the system to check only a particular disk pack, instead 
of answering the question with (CR>. give -the number of the 
pack. If the system cannot find a good monitor fiLe, it will 
print out "F~ILED TO READ RESIDENT MONITOR". Since disk 
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recovery cannot work without reading the resident monitor fr3m 
disK, you will have to halt the system with Method 3 in section 
13.5 and then use tape recovery to bring the system up. 

If the system does find a usable copy of the monitor file. the 
disk reload procedure copies a new resident monitor from disk 
into the cleared memory. The system will inform you of its 
progress with various messages. Since you still don-t really 
know if this procedure escaped the crash without harm. it is 
wise to keep an eye on these messages.. If anything goes wrong 
before the system runs CHECKDISK and reports on the status ~f 
the file system, it means the procedure is unusable. If the 
system hangs as it comes up, halt it with Method E documented in 
section 13.5 of "~elated Procedures· and bring it uo with tape 
recovery. !f the system crashes again, begin a tape recovery. 

After the resident monitor is in memory, the system will go into 
EDDT and print "fDOT" on the operator-s terminal. ~hen you type 
nstart<ESC)9"' you transfer control to the start procedure. 
This procedure starts up the rest of the recovery procedure and 
copies the swappable monitor fr~m the second part of the monitor 
file. 

~s the system cooies the new monitor, the old settings of the 
recovery switches are replaced by the default switch settings 
that are part'of the new monitor. These default setting are: 
D8UGS~ = 1, CCHKS~ = 0, R~LOS~ = I. and CDMDSW = 1. This tells 
the system that after crashing it should stop and wait for 
instructions on what to do next. Once the system is up, you may 
change these default switch settings with the procedure 
docu~ented in section 12. Recovery Switches. That section also 
explains reccvery switches in general. 

Once the system's new monitor is in place. the remainder of disk 
recovery is exactly the same as tape recovery. Thus. the 
following explanation is identical to the last part of the 
Discussion in the section on tape recovery. This explanation is 
included here for your convenience; if you are already familiar 
with tape recovery. you do not need to read further. 

~ow that it has its new monitor, the system turns its attention 
to the memory and file system. It first reports on the size of 
the memory and tells you about the BAT blocks. ·eAT- stands for 
"8ad Address Table".' BAT blocks contain tables' that are used to 
K~ep track of what parts of the disk are bad and thus should not 
be used. Once it is determined. what parts of the disk are bad 
and should not be used for storage. the system runs a program 
called "CHECKDISK". CHECKDISK, as the name indicates. checks 
the disks and the integrity of the file system It makes sure 
that no section of the disk is allocated to more than one file 
and th3t all 1ile addresses are valid. If CH~CKuISK discovers 
errors in the file system. it lists the bad files, and the 
system stops and waits for you to correct them. In this case. 
the system will not be able to come up; to let you know what is 
haooening it will announce, "August not in operation ft

• ~or more 
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information on CHECKDISK and instructions for correcting the 
errors it detects, see section 13.2, Correcting Problems Found 
by CHECKCISK. 

If CHECKDISK finds no serious file problems, it reports on disk 
use. and then. once it is finished, the syste~ will announce. 
"August in operation". At this point. the system is completely 
ready to come up and open itself to users. It needs only two 
more things trom you, the date and time. When the system 
directs you to enter the current date and tims, type two nu~bers 
for the day, a dash. the "first three letters of the month, a 
dash, and then two numbers for the year. Follow these with a 
space and then give the time. on a 24 hour basis, as two numbers 
for the hour, a colon, and then two numbers for the minutes; be 
sure to give the correct time. Follow all this with a carriage 
return. For example, you would enter the date March ~, 1981, 
and the time 5:04 pm, as "D9-~ar-81<SP>17:04<CR>". If you enter 
the wrong date and time, finish the recovery procedure and then 
correct your mistake as documented in section 13.6, Changing the 
~ate and Time. 

After you have entered the date and time the system is 
officially up. ihe system jobs will now log in automaticallY 
and you will be prompted with n~n, the prompt for EXEC. This is 
an invitation to log in. Log in as an operator by typing 
"oper<SP>password<SP><CR>". that is: Roper" (for oDerator). a 
space, your password, a space, and then a carriage return. In 
the interests of secrecy. your password will not print. After 
you have logged in, the system will print various messages and 
another "~". Type "ena{C~>". This stands for "enable" and 
tells the system to allow you to perform operations denied the 
normal user. Once you have "enabled", or identified yourself to 
the system as a person with special powers, the system will 
change its prompt to A!". Now refuse automatic logout by tyoing 
"ref<SP)a<CR)". AUGUST normally logs out users who leave their 
terminals idle. 

6.4 Errors and Recoveries 

Nothing happens when you type -dskrld<ESC)g" 

If nothing happens when you type "dskrld<ESC)g". this means 
the disk recovery procedure cannot be used. Tnstead. use the 
tape recovery procedure. 

The system cannot find a monitor file 

If the system cannot find the ~onitor file. it will tell you 
-FAILED TO READ RESIDE~T MONITOR". If you have told the 
system to look on a soecific d1sk for the monitor, halt the 
system (with Method B of section 13.5), try another disk 
recovery and tell the system to look on a different disk for 
the monitor. rf, after checking them all (either by typing a 
<CR> or ind1vidually giving the number of each disk), you 
discover that none of the disks have a good copy of the 
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monitor file, you cannot use disk recovery. Halt the system, 
it necessary. and bring it up with a tape recovery. 

Errors before CH£CKDISK reports on the file system 

If the system hangs or crashes before CHECKDI~K reports on 
the status of the file system and you never get the message 
"August in operati~nn or "August not in operation", recovery 
will not be successful. Bring up the system with the tape 
recovery procedure. 

~HECKDISK discovers problems with the file system 

If CHECKDISK finds anything wrong with the file system, the 
System XXV will stop and wait for you to correct the 
problems. It cannot come uo white something is wrong with 
the file system; the risk of destroying files is too great. 
For directions on how to correct any problems CHECKDISK 
finds, see section 13.2, Correct1ng Problems ~ound by 
CHECKDISK. 
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7 AUTOMATIC RECOVERY 

7.1 Introduction 

P.ow a System xxv responds to a crash is determined by its 
recovery switches. Recovery switches are explained in section 
12. Recovery Switches. If they are set for automatic recovery 
gEFORE a crash, then. after one occurs. the system should 
immediately try to bring itself up with the procedure documented 
here. This is convenient. since you do not have to start a 
recovery procedure every time the system crashes. However. do 
not assume that systems set for automatic recovery will never 
need your help. If the crash ~as due to power failure or it 
damaJed memory. automatic recovery will never begin; the system 
will simply sit there and you will have to begin a tape 
recovery. If the recovery procedure was somehow damaged in the 
crash, the system may start to bring itself uo and then hang or 
crash again. In this case too. you must step in. halt the 
system, if necessary, and use tape recovery. Even if automatic 
recovery begins and gets as far as runninq CHECKDISK, success is 
not guaranteed. If CHECKDISK detects problems in the file 
system, automatic recovery can proceed no further. After 
correcting the file problems and halting the system (both 
documented in section 13, Related Procedures), you will have to 
use disk recovery to bring the system up. 

7.2 Summary 

If a System XXV set for automatic recovery comes up 
successfully, you do not need to do anything until you log in as 
an operator. If recovery never starts. if it fails before 
CHECKDrSK reports on the file system, or if CHECKDISK discovers 
bad files, see ·~rrors and Recoveries· in this section for 
instructions. 

1) The system will begin to bring itself up; various messages 
will recoro its progress. 

2) CHECKDISK will run and check the file system. If it finds no 
major errors, it will report the number of disk pages used 
and the number available. If bad files are discovered. they 
wilt be listed and the system will announce "August not 1n 
operation". 

3) If CHECKDISK runs successfully. the system will announce 
"Lugust in operation". The system is now up. The syste~ 
jobs will log in automatically. 

4) When the system prompts you with "@". the prompt for ~XEC. 
log in by typing "oper<SP)password<SP><CR>", where password 
stands for your password. 
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5) A~ter system or1nts various messages and prompts with you 
another "&", type "ena<CR)". The response will be a new 
prompt, "I". 

6) Type "ref(SP>a<CR>". 

7.3 01scuss;on 

When a System XXV crashes, the first thing it does is check its 
recovery switches. the switches which tell it what it should do 
next. Recovery switches and their various settings are 
explained in section 12, Recovery Switches. One setting of the 
recovery switches will tell the system to come up automatically. 
If, after a crash, the system discovers that the switches are 
set in this way, it will immediately start to bring itself oack 
up without waiting for an operator. 

rhere are, however, several problems that can stop systems from 
coming un automatically. First of all, the system may never 
find out that it was su~oosed to do this. In crashes due to 
power failure and those that damage memory, the recovery switch 
settings may be lost or never checked. Consequently. a system 
you think is set to come up automatically will not. Instead, it 
will wait for you to begin a recovery procedure, just as it 
normally does after a crash. Keep an eye on all systems set for 
automatic recovery; if you see a system that appears to be down 
and not trying to come up, you will have to use the tape 
recovery procedure to bring it up. Do not try to use the disk 
recovery procedure; it too will be lost along with the recovery 
switches. 

If the system does remember its recovery switch settings and try 
to come up automatically, it usually begins by copying the 
current contents of central memory into two files. The first 
512 pages of ~emory are stored in a file called 
<SYSTEM>C0RDMP.LO~ and the second 512 pages are stored in a file 
called <SYST~M>CORDMP.HGH. These files are used by systems 
orogrammers to find out what was in central memory right after 
the crash. If you do not want the system to bother with this 
copying. you may set the recovery switches so th~t it will not 
be done. See section 12, Recovery Switches. 

Once the contents of core have been safely stored in the CO~D~P 
files, the system next needs a new copy of the monitor. The 
system copies the monitor from disk with a procedure very much 
like the disk recovery procedure. The procedure ~rints messa~es 
to helo you fellow its progress. It is a very good idea to read 
these messages and make sure recovery is progressing 
successfully~ ~ven after the recovery procedure starts, things 
can stiLL go wrong. If the procedure was damaged by the crash, 
the system may hang as it comes up or may try to come up. fail. 
and crash again. After crashing~ the system would once more 
check the recovery switches, discover it sh~uld come up 
automatically. take another core dump, and try to come up. ~s 
it tried to come up, the system would encounter the same problem 
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and crash again. The system could thus get caught in a loop of 
crashing. trying to CQme up, and crashing again. If you notice 
a system set for automatic recovery that appears to be hung ~r 

having some kind of trouble, watch it for a while. If it never 
gets to the point of runninp CHECKDr~K, hrtlt the system with 
Method B of section 13.5. Halting the System. Then switch to 
tape recovery. 

If all goes well with the automatic recovery orocedure, it will 
announce "reloading from disk", move itself to a spec~al place 
in memory, starting at location 3000 and clear the rest of c~re. 
A new resident monitor is then copied from a file ~here it is is 
permanently stored on the disk. After the resident monitor is 
read, the system starts up and transfers control to the Start 
orocedure. This very much like the procedure you get when you 
give the start command in the disk recovery procedure. The 
Start procedure starts up the rest of the reocvery procedure and 
copies the swappable monitor fr~m the second oart of the M~~ITO~ 
f1 le. 

Now that it has its new monitor, the system turns its attention 
to the memory and file system. It first reports on the size of 
the memory and tells you about the BAT blocks. "BAT" stands for 
"Bad Address Table". BAT blocks contain tables that are used to 
keep track of what parts of the disk are bad and thus should not 
be used. O~ce it is determined what parts of the disk are bad 
and should not be used for storage, the system runs a program 
caLled "CHECKDISK". CHECKDISK, as the name indicates, checks 
the disks and the integrity of the file system It makes sure 
that no section of the disk is allocated to more than one file 
and that all file addresses are val1d. If CH~CKDIS~ discovers 
errors in the file system, it lists the bad files, and the 
system stops and waits for you to correct them. Thus, if 
CHECKDISK discovers problems, the system cannot come all the way 
up automatically. Instead, the system wilL announce. "August 
not in operation" you must take over and fix the file problems 
CHECKDISK has found. For instructions on how to do so, see 
section 13.2, Correcting Errors Found by CH£CKDISK. 

If CHECKDISK finds nothing wrong with the file system. it 
reports on disk use, and then, once it is finished, the system 
will announce, ·August in operation". At this point, the system 
is Up. Notice that you are not required to enter the date and 
time as you must do to end the disk and tape recovery 
procedures. During automatic recovery, unlike the other 
recovery procedures, the system.s internal clock continues to 
run. To learn the correct time, the system Simply uses it 
instead of asking you. !n addition to using the system-s clock 
to find the time, the end of the automatic recovery procedure 
differs in another way from aisk and tape recovery. During 
automatic recovery. the system saves the or1ginal recovery 
sw1tches settings. When recovery is over, these settings are 
restored and replace the default switches settings that are read 
in as part of the new monitor. This means that after an 
automatic recovery the recovery switches continue to be set for 
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automatic: next time the system crashes it will again try t~ 
bring itself up automaticallY. 

Once the system has found out the time and come all the way up, 
the system jobs can log in automatically and you will be 
prompted with nan, the herald for rXEC. This is an invitation 
to log in. Log in as an operator by tyoing 
"oper<SP>password(SP><CR>". that is: noper" (for operator), a 
space, your password, a space, and then a carriage return. In 
the interests of secrecy, your password will not print. ~fter 
you have logged in. the system will print various messages and 
another "@". Type "ena<CP>u. This stands for "enable- and 
tells the system to allow you to oerform operations denied the 
normal user. Once you have "enabled". or identified yourself to 
the system as a person with special powers, the system will 
change its prompt to "!". Now refuse automatic logout by tyoing 
"ref<SP>a<CR>". AUGUST normally logs out users who leave their 
terminals idle. 

7.4 Errors and Pecoveries 

The System never begins to bring itself up 

If a system that is supposed to be set for automatic recovery 
never announces "reloading from disk" to show it has begu,. 
bring the ~ystem up with tape recovery. 

Frrors before CHECKDISK reoorts on th~ file system 

If the system hangs or crashes before CH~CKDISK reports on 
the st~tus of the file system and you never get the message 
"Au~ust in operation" or "August not in operation", recovery 
will not be successfut. Bring up the system ~ith the tape 
recovery procedure. 

CHECKDISK discovers problems with the file system 

If CHECKDISK finds anything wrong with the file system, the 
System XXV will come up automatically; the risk of destroying 
files is too great. Instead, it will stop and wait for you 
to correct the problems. For directions on how to correct 
any problems ~HECKDISK finds, see section 13.2, Correcting 
Problems Found by CHECKDISK. 
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S TAPE RECOVERY 

8.1 Introduction 

Tape recovery is basically a backup recovery procedure. It 
s~ould be used after automatic or disk recovery has failed or 
after a crash due to oower failure. Tape recovery is normally a 
straightforward and not particularly difficult procedure, but it 
can grow rather complicated, particularly if the crash has 
somehow damaged the file system or wreaked other havoc. If you 
encounter problems while bringing the system up, check section 
8.4, Errors and Recoveries -- you may find the solution to your 
problem there. If YOJr problem is not covered in :rrors an~ 
Recoveries. try the whole procedure over, starting from steo 3. 
If this does not work, something may be seriously wrong. ~otify 
your manager: he or she may want to try Standalone Recovery or, 
as a last resort. DisK Retuild. 

8.2 Summary 

1) Check the 8U~HLT number on the operatores terminal and looK 
it up in the list of BUGHLTs; in addition. note which error 
lights are lit. Record all this information. 

2) If the power has gone eff, you must reload the microcode as 
documented' in steps 3 through 12. If the power has not gone 
off. skip to steo 13. 

3) Mount the microcode tape on the tape drive. 

4) Put all switches on the control panel off (down) • 

5) Put address switch 32 on (up). 

6) Put MICRO PR OCC:SSOR STOP on. 

1l Put MICRO PROCESSOR MIPC on. 

g) Put MICRO PROCESSOR CLR momentarily on. 

9) Put MICRO PR OC[SSOR COr'!T momentarily on. 

10) Put MICRO PROCESSOR MIPC off. 

11) Put MICRO PR~CESSOR ST'.)P off. 

12) Put MICRO PROCESSOR CONT momentarily on. The taoe should 
spin and then stoo. Remove the microcode tape from the taoe 
drive. 
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13) You are now ready to read in the new monitor. ~ount the 
monitor tape on the tape drive. rStart here if you do not 
want to load the microcode.] 

14) Put all switches on the control panel off. 

15) Put address switches 24 and 26 on. 

16) Put r~ I CRO PROCESSOR STOP on. 

17) Put MICRO PROCESSOR MIPC on. 

18) Put ~ICRO PROCESSOR CLR momentarily on. 

1~) Put MICRO PRClCESSCR CONT momentarily on. 

20) Put MICRO PROCESSOR MIPC off. 

21 ) Put MICRO PROr:E:SSOR STOP off. 

22 ) ~omentar1ly put MICRO PROCESSOR CONT on. The 
spin and then stop. 

23) Put address switches 24 and 26 off. 

24 ) out address switches 29 and 30 on. 

25) "~omentari ly put CONSOLE START on twice. 

26) When the operator~s terminal says "EDOT", type 
"start(ESC>g". The monitor tape should spin. 

27) Remove the monitor tape from the tape drive. 

tape sho ul d 

28) tfter the system reports the size of the memory, put MI PAR 
~RR STOP and MEM PAR ERR STOP on. The system will orint 
several messages aoout BAT blocks. 

29) CHECKDISK will run and checK the file system. If it finds 
no major errors, it will report the number of disk pages used 
and the number available. Tf bad files are discovered. they 
will be listed and the system w1ll announce "August not in 
operation". 

30) If CHECKD!SK runs successfully, the system will announce 
"August in operation" and ask for the date and time. ~nter 

these in the form OO-MON-YY<SP>HH:MM; follow with <CR). The 
system jobs will log. in automatically. 

31) When the system orompts you with "@n, the prompt for EXEC, 
log in by typing "oper<SP)password<SP)<CR>". where oassword 
standS for your password. 
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E.3 

! 
!. 

32) ~fter system prints var10us messages and orompts with you 
another "@", tyoe "ena(CR)". The response will be a new 
prompt, "!". 

33) Type "ref<SP)a(CR)". 

Discussion 

Although you can bring System XXV up after most crashes simoly 
by providing it with a new monitor, this is not always true. 
Some crashes, especially those due to power failure, wipe out 
not only the monitor. but also the microcode. Since the 
microcode is the information the microprocessor uses to 
translate the monitor instruction into something it can 
understand, when this happens you must begin recovery by reading 
in a tape containing the microcode. Only after the mocrocode is 
available can the system correctly read the monitor tape. 

~ince a system that does not have access to microcode or any 
part of the monitor cannot understand any instructions q;ven on 
the operator's terminal, to reloao the microcode you must give 
the system instructions from the control panel. Mount the 
microcode tape on the tape drive and put address switch 3? on by 
pushing the switch up. Also. find the row of switches labeled 
"MICRO· and put the M!CRO PROCESSOR STOP and MIC~O PROCESSOR 
MIPC on. You' then briefly put on MIrRO PROCESSOR CLR followed 
by then MICR0 PROCESSOR CONT. This process tells the 
microprocessor that the address specified through the address 
switches is where it should look for instructions on what to do 
npxt. The address you specify by putting on address switcn 32 
is address 10 octal. This is the beginning of a taoe-reading 
routine which is permanently stored in the memory of the 
microprocessor. You now want to tell the microprocessor to 
execute this routine and read the tape containing the microcode. 
You do this by putting off MICRO PROCESS0R MIPC and MICRO 
PROCESSOR STOP and puttinq on MICRO PROCESSOR CONT. 

Once the system has read the tape containing the microcode, it 
has all the information necessary to read the first part of the 
monitor tape, which contains the resident monitor. The 
procedure for readinQ this tape is identical to that for reading 
the microcode tape, EXCEPT that you specify a different address 
with the address switches. First put off all the switches on 
the control oanel. then put on address switches 24 and 26, out 
on MICRO PROCESSOR ST~P and ~rCRa PROCESSOR MIPC, and finally. 
again momentarily put on MICRO PROCESSOR CLR and MICRO PROCESSOR 
CONT. This tells the system it should begin executin~ the 
instructions at address sonG octal, the address soecified with 
address switches 24 and 26. Address 5000 is the heginning of 
instructions for reading the monitor. To execute these 
instructions. out ~ICRO PROCESSOR MIPC and MICRO PROCESSOR STOP 
off and again momentarily put on MICRO PROCESSOR CONT. The 
~;croprocessor will read into memory the first part of the 
monitor tape: this contains the resident monitor. 
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ance the resident monitor is in memory, you want to start it 
running. When you put on address switches 29 and 30 and then 
hit CONSOLE START twice, you tell the system to 00 to locat10n 
140 and start running the procedure it finds there. The 
procedure beginning at this location brings the system alive and 
starts up the resident monitor. Because ~DDT is part of the 
resident monitor. the system can now go into EDOT and will print 
"EDDT" on the operator's terminal to notify you. Since EDDT can 
understand typed commands. you can start up the rest of the 
recovery orocedure by tyoing Rstart<es~>g" on the ooerator's 
terminal. The system will begin running an~ read in the 
swappable monitor, the second part of the monitor tape. 

~hp.n the system copies the new monitor, the old settings of the 
recovery switches are changed to the default switch settings 
that are part of the new monitor. These default settings are: 
DBUGSW = 1, DCHKSW = 0, P.ELDSU = 1, and CD~?S~ = 1. This tells 
the system that after crashing it should stop and wait for 
instructions en what to do next. Once the system is up, you may 
change these default switch settings with the procedure 
documented in section 12, Recovery Switches. That section also 
explains r~covery switches in general. 

Now that it has its new monitor, the system turns its attention 
to the memory and file system. It first checks how much me~ory 
is physically-available and reports on the size of the memory. 
Puttino on M! PAR fRR STOP and MEM PAR ERR STOP tells the system 
to stop it a parity error is encountered in central memory or in 
the microcode. The system will next tell you about the-SAT 
bloc~s. "BAT" stands for "Bad Address Table". BAT blocks 
contain tables that are used to keep track of what parts of the 
disk are bad and thus should not be used. Once it is determined 
what parts of the dis~ are bad and should not be used for 
storage, the system runs a program called "CHECKDISK". 
CHECKDISK, as the name indicates, checks the disks and the 
integrity of the file system It makes sure that no section of 
the disk is allocated to more than one file and that all file 
addresses are valid. If CHECKDISK discovers errors in the file 
system. it lists the bad files, and the system stoos and wa1ts 
for you to correct them. In this case, the system will not be 
able to come up. Instead, after CHECKDISK runs, the system will 
announce. "August not in operation". For more information on 
CHECKDISK and instructions for correcting the errors it detects, 
see section 13.2, Correcting Problems Found by CHECKD!SK. 

If CHECKDISK finds no serious file problems, it reports on disk 
use, and then, once it is finished, the system will announce, 
BAugust in operation". At this point. the system is comoletely 
ready to come up and open itself to users. It needs only t"o 
more things trom you, the date and time. When the system 
directs you to enter the current date and tims, type two numbers 
for the day, a dash, the first three letters of the month. a 
dash. and then two numbers for the year. Follow these with a 
space and then give the time, on a 24 hour basis, as two numbers 
for the hour, a colon, and then two numbers for the minu~~s; be 
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sure to give the correct time. Follow all this with a carriage 
return. For example. you would enter the date March q, 1981, 
and the time 5:04 pm. as "09-mar-81<SP>17:04(CR)n. If you enter 
the wrong date and time, finish the recovery procedure and then 
correct your mistake as documented in section 13.6, Changing the 
Date and Time. 

After you have entered the date and time the system is 
officially up. The system jobs will now log in automatically 
and you will be prompted with "@", the. ~rompt for EXEC. This is 
an invitation to log in. Log in as an operator by typing 
·oper(SP)password(SP><CR>". that is: "opera (for operator), a 
space. your password, a s~ace, and then a carriage return. In 
the interests of secrecy, your password will not print. After 
you have Logged in, the system will orint various messages and 
another "@". Type "ena(CP>". This stands f~r "enable" and 
tells the system to allow you to perform operations denied the 
normal user. Once you have "enabled", or identified yourself to 
the system as a person with special powers. the system ~ill 
change its prompt to "!". Now refuse automatic logout by typing 
-ref<SP>a(CR>". AU~UST normalLy logs out users who leave their 
terminals idle. 

8.4 Errors and Pecoveries 

Usin9 an old monitor tape 

You may sometimes have to perform a tape recovery with an old 
monitor tape, for example. when you de not have a copy of the 
current monitor or the current taoe is bad. ~hen this 
happens, you can use the resident monitor from an old tape to 
start the system runnin. ~nce the system is up, you can 
switch to disk recovery to replace the old resident monitor 
with a good coPy of the monitor taten from disk. The 
procedure is as follows: 

1) Follow the tape recovery procedure from step 13 through 
25. If there has been a Dower, problem. do step 3 
through 25. 

2) When the system types "(POT" on the operator·s 
terminal, type "ds~rld<ESC>q" to start a disk recovery. 

3) Follow the disk recovery procedure beginning from step 
3. 

Problems reading the Microcode tape 

If you cannot read the microcode tape. there is a hardware 
problem. Call Tymshare Maintenance. 
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Problems reading the monitor tape 

If you cannot read the monitor tape, the microcode may have 
been destroyed. start the recovery procedure over and begin 
at step 3 by loading the microcode~ If you do not succeed, 
~all Tymshare Maintenance. 

The interrupt message 

If you get a message, "Interrupt at. nnn.", where nnn is some 
number. try reading both tapes apain. If you are 
unsuccessful. call Tymshare Maintenance. 

rHECKDISK is never run 

If the system hangs or crashes before CH~CKDISK reports on 
the status o~ the file system and you never get the mess3ge 
"tugust in operation" or "August not in operation". recovery 
will not be successful. Halt the system. if necessary, and 
try the recovery procedure over from step 3. Tf the complete 
procedure does not work on the third try, call Tymshare 
Maintenance. 

CHECKDISK discovers problems with the file system 

If CH[CKDISK finds anything wrong with the file system. the 
System XXV will stop and wait for you to correct the 
problems. It cannot come up while something is wrong with 
the file system; the risk of destroyina files is too great. 
For directions on how to correct any oroblems CHECKDISK 
finds. see section 13.2, Correcting Problems Found by 
CHECKDISK. 
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9 STA~DALONE RECOVERY 

9.1 Introduction 

Bringing the system up ~ith the standalone recovery procedure is 
useful when some error in the disk, CHECKOISK, or the system 
jobs is causing the system to crash before it can come all the 
way up. During a standalone recovery, the system does not run 
CHECKDISK and the other chec~ing programs that are part of the 
three "normal" recovery procedures. Instead. the system comes 
up withnut checking itself and, after it is up, ;s shut to 
normal users; only the person at the operatorts terminal is 
allowed in. standalone recovery is risky. Do not bring the 
system up with this procedure unless specifically instructed to 
do so. 

9.2 SUTmary 

1) Check the BUGHLT number on the operator's terminal and loo~ 

it up in the list of RU~HLTs; in addition, note which error 
lights are lit. Record all this information. 

2) Follow the procedure for tape recovery (section 8) from step 
13 through step 25. If you suspect there has been a power 
failure, do step 3 through 25 of the tape recovery procedure. 

3) When the operator.s terminal says -EDDTM, type "dbugsw/ M• 
The system will print either 0 (zero) or 1. 

4) Type M2CCP)". 

5) Type "start<ESC>~n. The monitor tape should spin. 

6) The system will reQuest the date and time. Enter these as 
DD-MON-YY<SP>HH:MM and follow with (CR>. 

7) You will automatically be logged in as "system", but not 
enabled. 

9.3 D1scussion 

TO use standalone recovery procedure, you begin by fotlowinq the 
tape recovery procedure. But after the system reads the first 
part of the monitor tape and tells you it is in EDDT, you do NOT 
type "start<esc)g", to start the system running and read in the 
rest of the tape. Instead, you work in [ODT an interactive 
language for debupging. ~DDT is part of the resioent monitor 
and is used to patch and otherwise manipulate it. Because it 
can change the monitor, EDDT is a very powerful tool; use it 
with care. 
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Cnce the system tells you that you are in [DDT, do not wait to 
be prompted. EDDT has no prompt; as you use it. it simply ~3its 
for you to type something and then reacts. when you see that 
are in EDDT, immediately type "dbugsw/". This command has two 
parts. The first part, "dbugsw". is the name of an address. 
The "I" means "print". Thus. "dbu9SW!" instructs the system to 
print what it finds at the location DEUGS~. This location 
contains one of the system's recovery switches. the debugging 
switch. The number at this address tells the system what it 
shOUld do when it encounters a fatal error. A zero (0) at 
D8UGS~ means the system should respond to errors by crashing. A 
1 means the system should take breakpoints; that is. when a 
fatal error occurs the system should not crash but should stop 
where it is, preserve the context of the error, and print out a 
8UGHLT address. This address is what you record after a crash 
when you are instructed to record the RUGHLT number. Knowing 
the nddress of the error that caused the system to crash helps 
systems programmers find out what happened. Recovery switches 
are further explained in section 12. Recovery Switches. 

After you print the current contents of OBUGSW, type "2<CR>. 
~h1s tells the system to enter 2 at this location. When DBUGSW 
;s 2, it instructs the system to s~ip running CH~CK)I$K and the 
system jobs. and to come up ·standalone". ~hen a system comes 
un standalone, it accepts input only from the operator's 
t~rminal: it does not allow any ordinary users to log in. 

Once you have made sure the system will come up isolated from 
the outside world, you start it by typing "start<ESC)g". The 
system will read the second part of the monitor tape. the part 
containing swappable monitor. and as~ you for the date and time. 
After you have entered these (as OD-MON-YY<SP>HH:MM<CR», the 
system will come up and automatically log you in as ·system". 
This automatic login keeos the system from going through the 
complicated login procedure. ~hen you are logged in as 
"system", you have the same powers as if you had logged in as 
"operator"; remember to enable if you want to do anyt~ing 
requiring special powers. 
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10 DISK R~BUILD STRATEGY OR TOTAL CATASTROPHE 

10.1 Introduction 

OccRsionally. a particularly deadly system crash destroys the 
file system. If you suspect this has hapoened. immediately 
notify your manager and. it possible. an CAD operating syste~s 
programmer; do not attempt to do more. 

When the file system is destroyed. you- must use the various 
dumps made each week to rebuild the disk and restore the files 
as completely as possible to their pre-crash state. This must 
be finished before the system needs anything from the disk. 
Rebuilding the disk is a fairly simple procedure. but the loss 
of users· files and the oassibility that they may be damaged or 
incompletely restored is so serious that you should NEV~P 
undertake a disk rebuild without specific instructions and 
assistance of a manager or an operating systems programmer. 

10.2 Summary 

WARNING: Never attempt this without specific instructions from 
a manager or an operating systems programmer. 

1) Check with Tymshare ~aintenance to make sure the hardware ;s 
good. 

2) Follow the tape recovery procedure from steps 13 through 25. 
If there has been a power tailure, do steps 1 through 25. 

3) ~hen the ~perator·s terminal says BEDDT". type "dbugsw/·. 
The system will print either zero (0) or one (I). 

4) Type "2(CR)". 

5) Type "syslod<E~C>g". 

6) The system will ask. "Do you really want to clobber the disk 
by reinitializing?". 

7) Type "y<CR>". This stands for "yes·. Do not type more than 
y. 

8) The system will say, "OK," You asked for it ••• • 

q) Th~ system will reinitialize all the files and then report. 
"No EXEC". 

10) load the DLUSER tape on the tape drive. 
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11) Type "l". for "load". When the system aSKs, "Load from 
magtape MTA~:Ut tyoe "mtaO:(CR>n ("0" here is zero) and 
confirm with another <CR). 

12) When the system aSKS, "File Number?". type "O<CR>". 

131 The system will now read the DLU~ER file, the first part of 
DLUSER taoe. 

14) When it has finished, the system wAll prompt you with a 
period (.), the prompt for MINI-EXEC. At the period, type 
"s.". 

15) The system will print, "Interrupt at nnn". where nnn is some 
number. followed by a reriod. 

16) To read the second file in the tape. the DUMPER f1le, type 
"l". for "load". When the system asks. "Load from magtape 
MTAN:", type "mtaO:CCR>", and confirm ~ith another (Cq>. 

17) When the system asks. "File ~umber?", type "lCeR)". 

1e) The system will now read the DUMPER file. 

19) ~hen the system prompts you with a period. type "s.". 

20) The program DUM?E~ is now loaded and ready to start 
restoring the files. ~ount the first FulL Dump Tape. Make 
sure you load the Full Dump Tapes in numerical order. 

21) DUMPER will now ask a series of Questions, preceding each of 
them with instructions. 

22) To answer t.he first question. "DUMP, LOAD, CHECK, OR 
SINGL:'?". type "In, for "load". 

, 23) For the second question, "DO YOU ~!SH TO SUPERSEDE OLDE~ 

VERSIO~S ALWAYS?·, type wnw, for "no". 

241 When rUMPER aSKs. "SPECIFIC USERS?", type nnw. 

25) ~hen it asks, "INTO SAME DIRECTORIES?", type My". 

26) -Finally. when requested, "TYPE ~~G TAPE UNIT NUMBER". type 
"0" (zero). 

27) nUMPER will now read the tape; when it is finished, it will 
print, "MOUNT NEXT TAPE, IF ANY. TYPE C. ~HEN READV, N, IF 
~o MOR~·. Mount the next tape and type "CR. 
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2~) OU~PE~ will again ask for the mag tape unit number; type 
"0·. 

29) Continue mounting and loading Full Dump Tapes, typing "c· to 
continue and then giving 0 (zero) for mag tape unit number, 
until all the tapes have been read. 

30) When you have finished loading the Full Dump Tapes, begin 
Loading the Incremental Dump Tapes. ge sure that YOU load 
the !ncre~ental Dump Tapes in chronoLogical order. beginning 
with the one made right after the Full Dump and ending with 
the most recent. 

31) After the system has read the last Incremental Dump Tape, 
when DUMPER says. "MOUNT NEXT TAPE, IF ANY. TYPE C, WHEN 
READY, N, IF NO MORE", tyoe an". 

32) DU~P~R will stop and the system wilL print an interrupt 
message followed by a period, the prompt for MI~JI-EXEC. 

33) The files have now been restored as completely as possible. 
Halt the system. and begin a disk recovery. (To halt the 
system usc Method A of section 13.5, Halting the $ystem.) 

10.3 Discussion 

t disk rehuild is necessary when a crash destroys the files. 
Since a system that has lost its files cannot be expected to run 
CHECKDTSK or the system jobs successfully -- these are stored on 
the disk and everything on the disk has been lost -- the system 
must be brought uo in such a way that it does not need anything 
from its files; in fact, it does not even realize they are lost. 
This me~ns the system must be brought up standalone, since in a 
standalone recovery the system skips running the system jobs, 
does not check the file system with CHECKDISK , and does not 
open itself for normal use. 

But bringing up the system for a disk rebuild is not a 
completely "normal" exa~ple of bringing the system up 
standalone. ~fter you have set DRUGSW to 2 (to make the system 
come up without checking itself and closed to users). you do not 
then type ·start<ESC>g" to start the system running. Instead 
you tyoe "syslod<ESC>g". This stands for "system load". It 
tells the system to begin running a program that wipes out all 
existing files and then allows you rebuild the entire file 
syst~m with files cODied from tape. 

When you give the Syslod command. the system will ask, "Do you 
really want to clobber the file system?". When you respond .y", 
for "yes·, it will print, "OK, you asked for it ••• " and 
reinitialize all the files. When the files have been 
rein1tialized, the system will state: "No EX~C". EXEC 
disappears because it was stored on the disk. After informing 
you of EXEC.s disappearance, the system will prompt you with a 
period (.). the prompt for MINI-EXEC. MINI-EXEC is a group of 
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basic commands that are loaded with the monitor. MINI-EXEC has 
two important features: First. MINI-EXEC recognizes commands by 
their first letter. So you type "l" for "load", "s" for "start", 
and so on; and second, in MINI-EXEC you must end ?ll simple 
commands that do not ask you for fUrther information with a 
period for confirmation. 

NOTE: Because MINI-EXEC recoQnizes commands by their first 
Letter. if you make a mistake in giving a simple command, type a 
f~w more random characters before you ~ontirm with a period. 
~he additional Letters you type will make the command 
unrecogni7.able. Vhen you are again prompted with a period, 
repeat the command you want. If you are giving a command that 
asks you for further information before it is executed. type 
some random characters in answer to the additional auestion. 
This will cause the command to be aborted and the period will 
reappear. 

rnce you are in MINI-EXEC. you can begin the procedure for 
rebuilding the disk from backup tapes. Mount the DLUSER tape on 
tape drive zero, and type "l", for "toad". ~hen the system asks 
you. "Load from magtaoe MTAN:". identify your drive as "mtaO:" 
and confirm by typing "<CR><CR>". The system will now ask which 
file on the tape it should read by printing: "File ~umber?". 
The number 01 the DLUSER file, which should be printed on the 
tape casing. ;s zero (0). Enter this and follow it with a 
carriage return. 

DLUSER stands for "dump and load users". The DLUSER file 
contains datu about all the directories on the system. both the 
user and system d;rectori~s, and a program that can use this 
information to rebuild them. When you type "s.", you instruct 
the system to run this program. 

~hen the system has rebuilt the directories. it will print an 
interrupt message. This means it is ready to read another file. 
You now want to load the file containing the DUMPER orogram. To 
do this again, type "l", and then again, when asked. "Load from 
magtape ~iAN:ft, identify your drive as "mtaO:" and confirm by 
typing "<CR)(CR)A. Next, you wilL be asked for the fite number. 
The file number for the DUMPER f1le is one (1); this also snould 
be printed on the tape casing. Enter 1 and follow it with a 
confirming <CR>. The nU~PEQ file contains a p~ogram able to 
read files from tape and restore them to the correct 
directories. Once you have loaded DU~PER and typed "s." to 
start it, the DUMPER oro~ram will start running. You can now 
use this program to rebuild the disk by mounting and reading 
back into the system the dump tapes that contain the back-up 
versions of all the files on the disk. 
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TO ascertain what it should do, DU~PER will ask you a series of 
questions. Each question is preceded by an explanation of how 
you should answer it. These explanations are designed for 
people using DU~PER fo~ routine maint~nance of the file system. 
~o not be alarmed if the answers you are instructed to give here 
do not agree with what the system tells you to do. Disk rebuild 
is not a normal situation. 

The first thing DUMPER will want to know is what you plan to do. 
TO f1nd out, nUMPER will ask: "DUMP. LOAD. tHECK. OR SINGLE?". 
Since you want to load files from tape back into the disk type 
al", for "load". Then mount the first Full Dump Tape on the 
tape drive. Full Dump Tapes are tapes made at regular 
intervalst usually weekly. that contain a record of the entire 
contents of the disk. The first Full Dump Tape contains all the 
information the system needs to run. As you mount this and the 
following tapes on the tape drive, make sure they do not havp. 
write rings. 

DUMPER now will try to find out ~hat to do with the information 
on the tape. It will first ask "DO YOU WANT TO SUPERSEDE OLDER 
V~RSIONS ALWAYS?". Answer with a wnw, for -no". This makes 
sure that CU~PER will put the files from tape and th~ files 
already on the disk in the correct order and pay attention to 
version numbers. DUMPE~ wil\ then ask "SPECIFIC USERS?". 
~UMPER asks this because it normally restores the files of 
Single users whose directories are somehow lost or mutilated. 
Since you want to restore the all the files of every user, type. 
"n", for "no"; and, when DUMPER wants to know: "INTO SAME 
DIRECTaRIES?". type "y_. DU~PER's final request will be: "TYPE 
~A~ TAPE UNIT NUM8ER". After you type "0", DUMPER will CODY the 
files from the currently mounted tape into their directories. 
~hen it has finished. it will print: "MOUNT NEXT TAPE, IF A~Y; 
TYPE C WHEN READY, N. IF NO MORE". Load the next full dumo 
tape, making sure it does not have a write ring, and type "c", 
for "continue". When the mag tape unit number is requested, 
answer with "0". This new tape will then be read, and DUMPE~ 
will again ask if you want to go on. Continue loading the Full 
Dump Tapes until all have been read. 

~hen you have finished loadina the Full Dumo Tapes. it is t1~e 
to load the Incremental Dump Tapes. Incremental Dump Tapes are 
tapes made every night that contain only files altered during 
the preceding day. As you enter the Incremental Dump Tao~s. you 
progressively update the files entered from the Full Dump Tapes. 
£nter the Incremental DUmp Tapes in chronological order, 
beg1nnin~ with the ta~e made r;~ht after the full dump, and 
ending with the tape made most recently. Use the same procedure 
you used to load the Full Dump Tapes: mount the tape. type "c", 
and enter the unit number. ~hen you have loaded the final, i.e. 
the most recent, Incremental Dump Tape. you will have restored 
the fiLes as well as they can be restored. At this point, 
answer "n", for no, to DUMPE~·s Question about any further 
tapes. DUMPER t~en will halt. and the system will print an 
interrupt message followed by a period, the prompt for 
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MINI-tXEC. Now halt the system (with Method ~ of section 13.5, 
Hnlting the System) and bring it up with a disk recovery. 

10.4 Errors and Recoveries 

Inability to read the DLUSER tape 

If you are unable to read the OLUSER tape, halt the system 
and start the entire orocedure over again. 

Inability to read the first Full Dump Tape (the tape after the 
DLUSER tape) 

Since the rLUSER tape contains a COPY of D~~P~?, once you 
hove read this tape, DUMPER is stored on the disk. If you 
then c~nnot rend the second tape. that is. the first Full 
DUmp Tape, typ~ <CTRL-P>. fYou may have to do this several 
tim~s.) You will get a period, the prompt for ~I~I-EXEC. 
After you have the period, halt the system and bring it up as 
documented in the section "Standalone Qecovery". When the 
system is up, you can run r-UMP~R from disk by typing 
ndumper(CP.>" at the EXEC "@ft. Once DUMPE~ is running. start 
from step 20 in the orocedure documented above. If you still 
cannot read the first Full Dump Tape, halt the system and 
start the whole process again from step 1. 
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11 RECOVERY FROM MEMORY PARITY ERRORS 

11.1 Introduction 

System XXvs run on odd parity. This means that for every word 
of memory, the sum of the bits turned on plus the parity bit 
must be odd. The system checKs the parity whenever it uses 
stored information. If it finds a word with even parity, a 
parity error occurs. If the system discovers a parity error, it 
first tries to correct the error itself. If the error cannot be 
corrected, then the system automatically scans core. prints an 
error message listing the locations and contents 01 the 
offending addresses, and stops with a BUr,~LT. Tymshare 
~aintenance must be called for all System XXV parity ~rrors, as 
they indicate that the memory hardware may be bad. 

11.2 Summary 

Call Tymshare ~aintenance for all parity errors. 
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12 REC0VERY S~ITCHES 

12.1 Introduction 

ihe System XXV has four "recovery switches" that tell it how to 
respond to system errors and what to do when it crashes. These 
switches are actually four locations in the system-s central 
memory, each controlling a particular aspect of the syste~'s 
response. ~very location or switch can have at least two 
different values. Changing the values. changes what th~ system 
will do in the particular situation that the switch controls. 
~or example. the switch controlling what the system does when it 
encounters a PUGCHK, a less serious error than a PUGrlLT. can be 
set to 0 (zero) or 1 (one). When the switch has the value O. 
the system ignores BUGCHKs, when it is set to 1, the system 
crashes when it encounters a 8UGCHK. Thus, to make the system 
run as you wish, you simply set each switch to the aporopriate 
value. The rest of this section will help you discover what 
this value m~y be and teach you how to set it. The first part, 
"$witches and Their Settings·, discusses each of the four 
switches and what they control, and describes the effects of 
their different settinqs. The second part, "How to Change 
Switch Settinas", explains how to set a switch to have the value 
you want. 

12.2 Switches and Their Settings 

The System XXV's four recovery switches are: 

DPUGSW, which controls re~onse to a BUGHLT 

DCHKSY. which controls the response to BUGCHK 

CDMPSW, which tells the system whether or not to take a core 
dumo 

R[lDS~, which tells the system whether or not to actually 
beq1n automatic recovery 

The syst~m checKs DCHKS~ when it encount~rs a BUGCHK, a 
relatively minor type of error. The system then immediately 
does as this switch instructs it; no other switches are looked 
at. When the system encounters a BU~HlT, a fatal error, it 
checKs DBUGSW. DBUGS~ may then tell it to check the two 
remaining switches, CDMPSW and RELDSW. If DBUGS~ does not 
instruct the system to look at CD~PSW and RELDSW. they are never 
checked. 

The t~ble below outlines the values each recovery switch can 
huve and the effect of setting the switch to this -value. The 
first column gives the name of the switch. the second colum1 
lists the possible values for this switch, and the third column 
describes how the system will act when the switch has this 
value. The "normaL" value for each switch is marked with a 
stars C*). When all switches have their normal values. the 
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system prints messages at BUGCHKs, and crashes at BUGHLTs. 
After the system crashes, it will wait for an operator to bring 
it uo. If you want the system to recover automatically, rather 
than wait for operator·s instructions, simply change the setting 
of D8UGS~ from 1 to o. S~e the next section for instructions. 

Switch Value 
<*=normal) 

~ffects 

~-~----------~-------------------~~---~-------------~-------~ 

~gUGSW 

DCHKSW 

CDMPSW 

RELDSW 

o Stop at RUGHLTs, check CDM~SW and RFLDSw and 
do what they say. (For Automatic Pecovery) 

1* Stop at BUGHLTs, don-t check CDMPSW and RELOS~, 
go into EDOT, and wait for an operator to 
begin recovery. (For Disk or ~ape Recovery) 

2 stop at BUGHLTs, don-t check CD~PSW and RELDSW, . 
go into E~OT. Don-t run system-checking progra~s 
and come up shut. (For Standalone Recovery) 

Don't stop at 8UGCHKs, print error message 3nd 
continue. 

1 ·stop at BUGCHKs, print error message, go into 
EODT, and wait for an operator to begin recovery •. 

o Don't take core dump before beginning recovery. 

1* Take core dump before beginning recovery. 

o Don't begin automatic recovery after crashing. 

1* Beg;n automatic recovery after crashing. 

12.3 Switch Descriptions 

DBUGSW: DBUGSW, located at memory location 76, is th~ switch 
the system checks when it encounters a 9UGHLT while running_ A 
BUGHLT is a serious system error. The system must crash when a 
6UGHLT occurs; this switch determines what the system does after 
the crash. D8UGSW can be set to 0, 1, or 2. A 0 at DBU~S~ is 
the setting for automatic recovery. It instructs the system to 
check the switches CD~PSW and RELDSW and do as they say. CD~P~W 

will telL it whether a core dump should be taken; RELDSW will 
teLL the system whether to actually start the recovery. (See 
below and the section on automatic recovery for details.) A 1 
at D8UGS~ is the standard settinq. ~ith this settinq. upon 
encountering a RUeHLT, the system stops where it is, prints out 
a BUGHLT message, goes into EDDT, and waits for instructions 
from the operetor 9 s terminal. You can then bepin whatever 
recovery, orocedure is appropriate. A 2 at J8UGSW has the same 
effect as a 19 and, in addition. after a recovery procedure is 
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started, causes the system to come up standalone. The system 
will come UP without running CHECKDISK and the system jobs and. 
rtfter it is up, only the person at the operator·s terminal is 
allowed access. (To do a standalone recovery, you put a 2 in 
DBUGSW before the system comes all the way up.' 

DCHKSW: DCHKSW. located at memory address 77. is the only 
switch checked when the syste~ encounters a BUGCHK; no oth~r 
switches are consulted. DCHKSW can be set to 0 or 1. When 
DCHKSW is O. the system will print out. a BUGCHK message and then 
contin~e running. When DCHKS~ is 1, the system will print out a 
BUGCHK message and then stop, go into EDDT, and wait for further 
instructions about how to come up. Since BUGCHKs are not 
serious errors, the usual setting for DCHKS~ is o. 

CDMPSW: CD~PSW is located at memory address 100. It is checked 
only when a PUGHLT occurs and the system finds that nP'UGS~ is 
set to zero, the setting for automatic recovery. CD~PS~ tells 
the system whEther or not to make a copy of the contents of 
central memory before beginning to come up_ The process of 
copying the contents of memory is called "taking' a core dump". 
If CDMPS~ switch is set to 0, then the system will not take a 
core dump. It will simply check RELDSW to see if it really 
should come up automatically. If CDMPS~ is set to 1, before 
cheCKing RELDSW, the system will copy system first 512 pages of 
memory into a'fiL~ called (SYSTEM>COPOMP.LOW and th~ second 512 
pages into a file called <SYSTE~>CORDMP.HGH. Since systems 
programmers may need to look at the contents of the memory t~ 

investigate the crash. CDMPSW is generally set to 1. 

Rt.LDS~: RELDSW is located at memory address 101. It, like 
CDMPS~, is checked only after a BUGHLT occurs and DBUGSW set to 
zero. the setting for automatic recovery. R~LDS~ tells the 
system whether or not it should actually begin this automatic 
recovery. A 0 in R~LDSW tells the system not to reCDver 
automatically; the syste~ will then wait for instructions from 
the operator-s terminal just as if D8UGS~ were set to 1. A 1 
tells the system "yes. do begin to come up automatically". 
8ecause when OSUGSW is 0 you usually do want the system to 
recover automatically, the normal setting of RELOS~ is 1. 

12.4 How to Change Switch Settinqs 

Introduction 

This section tells you how to change the values of the System 
XXV's four recovery switches. To do this the system must be 
running correctly and you must be able to enable. To learn 
the names of the recovery switches, their values. and what 
they mean, see the previous section. 
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~um:nary 

1) Check your promote If it is an exclamation mark (!), you 
are enabled. If it is not, type "ena(CR)" at the rXEC 
"~". 

2) A~ the "!" prompt, type "mddt<C~)". 

3) Type "switchnamel", where switchname stands for the name 
of the switch you want to change. 

4l The system will ~ive you the current value of the switch. 

5) Type "switchvalue<CR)". where switchvalue stands for the 
new value the switch should have: 0, 1. or 2. 

6) To check the new value. type "sw1tchname/" again. The 
system should show you the new value. 

7) Type "<CTRl-C)"; you should return to ~X~C and get the "'
prompt. 

Discussion 

To change the values of the recovery switches. you need to 
work in MDDT an interactive language fo~ debugging_ It is 
part of the resident monitor and is used to change and 
manipulate it. To enter MDOT, you first n~ed to make sure 
you are enabled. Check your prompt: if it is an exclamation 
mark (!), you are enabled. If it is anything else. type 
"ena<CR)" at EXEC "a" prompt. After you are sure you are 
enabled, enter MDOT by typing "mddt<CR)". The system will 
print "mddt", to show you have entered, and then do nothing 
more. Like EODT. MOOT has no herald; nS you use it, it 
simply waits for you to tell it something and then reacts. 

When you are in ~ryOT, to go to the switch you want to change 
and look at its current value. type the switch name followed 
by a slash (I), for example, "dchksw/". This command has two 
parts. The first part, "dchksw". is t~e name of the address 
that contains the recovery switch value. The "I" means 
"print". Thus, "dchksw/" instructs the system to show you 
the contents of the location "dchksw". 

Once MOOT has shown you the value of the switch, it waits at 
this location to see it you want to do anything else. If you 
decide you do not want to change this switch, simoly type a 
carriage return. To enter a different value in this address, 
type the value you want followed by a carriage return. The 
number you type will immediately become the new value of the 
switch. TO make sure that you entered the value you wanted. 
again type the switch name -followed by a slash. If the value 
is correct. simply type a carriage return. This means you 
are finished working with this address. If it is not 
correct. type the correct value and then a carria~e return. 
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After you have chanqed as many of the four recovery switches 
as you wish, you are ready to leave MOOT. To do this, type 
(CTRL-C> and yOU will returned to EXEC. 
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13 REL~TED PROCEDURES 

13.1 Introduction 

This section describes the following procedures. 

Correcting Problems Found by CHECKDISK. sectior 13.2 

~unning CHECKDISK Yourself from EXEC, section 13.3 

Deleting and :xpung;ng Files, section 13.~ 

Halting the System. section 13.5 

Changing the Date and Time, section 13.6 

Connecting to and Disconnecting from the Micronode TY~BASE. 
section 13.7 

When a recovery process requires that one of these procedures be 
used. you will be referr~d here. If you find that you never 
have to use any of them, do not be alarmed. This is a sign of 
success. These procedures are used only when something goes 
wrong -- when, for example, CHECKOrSK finds file problems that 
must be corrected, you need to halt the system, or the systen 
some how comes UP with the wrong date and time. 

13.2 Correcting Problems Found bY'CHECKDISK 

Introduction 

CHECKDISK is a program the system uses to check the file 
system before it comes all the way up and opens itself to 
users. If it finds any problems. t~e system states, "August 
not in operation" and stops to waits for them to be corrected 
with the procedure documented below. Once this is done, halt 
the system as dOCUmented later in "Related Procedures". and 
then brino. it up again with disk recovery. This section 
deals only with recovery from file errors detected by 
CHECKDISK. It assumes that CHECKDISK has oeen run 
automatically. To learn how to run :HECKOISK manually. see 
13.3. Running CHECKDISK Yourself from EXEC. 

Summary 

CHECKD!SK checks the files f~r Illegal Disk Addresses f,IDAs), 
~ultiple Disk Addresses (~DAsl and Bit Table Errors (BTEs). 
If it finds any of these. it lists the files involved and 
th~ir errors. To correct the problems found by :H~CKDI~K do 
the following: 

1) If only one file has errors. delete and expunge that file. 
Be sure to type the entire file name, including all 
extensions; do not use (ESC> to fill out names. The 
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process of deleting and expunq;ng files is described in 
section 13.4, ~eleting and ~xpunging Files. 

2) If more than one file is involved, delete and expun~e all 
files with IDAs. Do not delete the files with MOAs at 
this point. 

3) Halt the system with Method A of section 13.5, Halting the 
System. Then bring it up again with disk recovery. If 
CHECKDl~K again finds files with· lOds, repeat this 
orocedure. 

4) Qnce no files have IDAs. if one or more files have MJ~s, 
delete and expunge the file with the largest number of 
MDAs. halt the system, and bring it up with disk recovery. 
Do this three times. If you then still have more tha1 ~O 
files with MDAs. call an operating systems pr0a.rammer. 

NOTE: Keep a list of the files you delete and e~ounge. and 
restore them after the system comes up. always send 
messages to all users whose files have been deleted and 
restored. 

Discussion 

CHECKDISK can detect three types of errors: Bit Table Errors 
CBTEs), Illegal Disk Addresses CIDAs), and Multiple Disk 
Addresses (MDAs). CHECKDISK can correct ETEs without 
assistance. It cannot, however. correct IJAs or ~DAs. These 
two errors are what are known as Page Table Errors. They 
occur when the system·s file map, stored in what ;s called a 
"page table", is incorrect. AUGUST m~mory is divided into 
units called pages, each consisting of 512 words. File 
storage is allotted by pages, and one page is the smallest 
unit of storaqe that can be transferred from disk to core. A 
page table is like a table of contents for the disk storage. 
~or each file, it records the addresses of all the pages 
allocated to that file.) An IDA means there is a dis~ 

address that is garbage. ~n MDA means the system has 
assigned the same ~art of the disk to two or more files. If 
these errors are allowed to go uncorrected, they can destroy 
the file system. 

The remedy for problems detected by CHECKDISK is to delete 
the files that really do have bad storage addresses. If 
there ;s only one file with bad addresses, there ;s not a 
serious problem; simply delete that file. If more than one 
file is afflicted, begin by deleting all files with 10As. 
TOGs are a frequent cause of MDAs. Often, when the syste~ 
follows an IDA, it will find other things that it can 
interpret as more addresses, but which are not. These phony 
addresses may duolicate the real addresses of pages belonging 
to other files, thus causing MDAs. After lOts are taken care 
of, files with ~DAs may remain. neleting the single file 
with the most MDAs may take care of the problem. 
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ance you have deleted the appropriate files. you should halt 
the system and bring it back up with disK recovery. If 
CHECKDISK again finds errors. you must again correct them. 
bring the system down. and then back up. If the fourth time 
CHECKDISK is run it still finds errors, notify an CAD systems 
pro~rammer. Remember that once the system does come up 
successfully, the owners of the files must be notified about 
all files deleted. 

13.3 Running CHECKDrSK Yourself from EXEC 

Introduction 

CHrCKDTSK is a pro~ram that checks the address system and 
page allocation of the disk. CHECKDISK usually runs 
automatically as the system comes up. However, there may be 
occasions, for example after a standalone recovery, when you 
need to run CHECKD!SK yourself. This section documents that 
procedure. What CHECKDISK does is explained in section 13.2, 
Correcting Errors Found by CHECKDTSK. 

~ummary 

1) At the EXEC "@", tyoe "<system)checkdisk(ESC)(CR)w. 

2) When CHtCKDISK asks, "Do you want to run in multioLe fork 
mode?". tyoe "y", for yes". All answers to CHECKDI~K's 
question must be capitalized. Do not type more than a 
single letter, since CHECKDISK will ta~e any excess 
letters as answers to following questions. 

3) When CHECKDISK asks, "Do you vant Ito run backwards?-, tyoe 
"N", for no. 

4) To the ouestion: "Rebuild the bit table?R, type "Nw. 

5' To the ouestion: "Scan for disk addresses?", type .~ •• 

6) CHECKDISK will now check the disk tor bad files. For 
instructions on how to deal with bad files, see section 
13.2. 

Oiscussion 

You invoke CHECKOISK by typing -<system)checkdisk{ESC><CR)-. 
Once r.HECKDISK is loaded, it will ask you a series of 
questions to determine how the disk should be checked and how 
much information about its status you want to get and store. 
When CHECKDTSK runs automatically. these options are already 
specified; however. when you run CHECKDISK manually, you must 
specify them yourself. 

The first question CHECKDISK will ask is, "Do you want to run. 
in multiple fork mode?". This means, "Do you want to fire up, 
a different fork of EXEC to run CHECKDrSK seoarately for each 
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disK?". The standard answer here is "y", for "yes R , since 
runninc CHECKDISK simultaneously on all the disKs is faster 
than going through the disks one at a time. Note that you 
should type only the first letter of your answers to 
CH[CKDISK's questions and that this letter must be 
canitalized. This is i~portant. CHECKDISK cannot recognize 
lowercase letters. ~oreovert if you type more than one 
letter, CH~CKDISK will read the second and following letters 
as answers to later Questions. This can cause a lot of 
problems. 

Once CHECKCISK knows how many forks you want, it will aSK if 
you want it to run backwards and check the disK from the last 
file to the first. The standard answer here is "N". for 
-no". CHECKDISK will then aSK, "Rebuild the bit table?". 
Again, ans~er "~". The bit table is used to keep track of 
which pages on the disk have been used and which are free. 
However. the bit table is not updated after every process 
that frees pages in the .disk. When you delete a bad fi let 
for instance, the bit table will still mark as taken the 
pages that you have freed. Thus. it is a good idea to 
rebuild the bit table occasionally; otherwise, the whole disK 
could ~ventuallY be marked as taken, when parts of it were 
actually free. But rebuilding the bit tabl~ is too time 
consuming a process to do when you are bringing the system up 
from a pre~umably unscheduled crash. 

The CHECKDISK will then aSK if it should scan for disk 
addresses. CHECKDISK wants to ~now if you want the names of 
the files that are actually associated with all the bad disk 
addres~es. Since this information is useful only to systems 
programmers, answer "N". 

CHECKDISK will now checK the d1s~ and print a list of bad 
files and their errors. For instructions on how to deal with 
bad files, see section 13.2, Correcting Problems Found by 
CHECKDISK. 

13.4 Deleting and Expunging Files 

Summary 

1) If your prompt, is not an -!-, type "ena(CR)" at the EX~C 
n@" • 

2) Connect to the directory that contains the file by typing 
ncd<SP)directoryname<Cp~n, where directoryname stands fer 
the name of the directory you need. 

3) Type "del<SP)filename(CR)". Make sure you type the entire 
file name includinp extensions. Do not use <ESC) to fill 
out the name -- the file may not be recognized correctly. 
Procede all unusual characters in the file name. for 
example @. with <CTRL-V>. 
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4) If the system tells you the file is peroetual. type 
"not<SP>pero<SP>filename" and then delete the file. 

5) Type "exp<ESC)<CR>". 

Page SO' 

6) Remember to connect back to directory Roper" when you 
finish deleting fiLes by typing "cd<SP)oper<CR>". 

NOTE: Always send a message to any user whose files you have 
deleted. 

13.5 HaLting the System 

Introduction 

There are two ways of haLting the System XXV both halt the 
system immediately and for no designated length of time. 
They are us~d ~hen you have encountered som~ problem during a 
crash recovery and want to bring the system down so that you 
can start again in the normal way. Method A is designed to 
halt a system that is running and will respond to commands 
given from the operator's terminal. This is probably the 
procedure you will most often use. You would use ~ethod A, 
for example, to haLt the system after fixing fiLe problems 
found by CHECKDISK. Whenever Method A does not work because 
t~e syste~' is hung or for some reason does not respond to the 
operator's terminal, you should resort to Method 8. After 
halting the system with either of these methods, you may use 
whatever recovery procedure seems appropriate bring it back 
up. 

~ethcd A. Halting a ~unning System from the Operator's TerminaL 

T~is procedure has two steps. First, you need to get into 
MINI-EXEC. and then you need to halt the system. If you are 
already in MINI-EX~C when you decide to halt the system, 
start this procedure on step 4; if you are not. start at step 
1. The way to tell if you are in MINI-EXEC is to look at the 
prompt. !f it is a period (.), you are in MINI-~XEC; if it 
is anything eLse, you are not. 

1) If your prompt is not an W!_, type wena<CR>- at the 
£XEC "@". 

2) Type "quit<CR>" 

3) Uhen the system asks, "Do you really want ~o go into 
AUGUST monitor? (Confirm)·, type -<CR>". 

5) At the period (.) prompt, type "hR. 

6l The system will echo, "HALT TENEX". 
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7) Type ".". 

g) The system will halt. 

~ethod B. Halting the System from the Control Panel 

1) Put address switch 31 on (up). 

2) Put data switch 2 on. 

3) Put CONSOLE DEPOSIT THIS on. 

4) Put data switch 2 off. 

S} Put data switch 0 on. 

6) Put CONSOL~ DEPOSIT THIS on. 

7) When activity (the flickering of the lights, etc.) stops; 
th~ system has halted. 

13.6 Changing the Date and Time 

Summary 

1) If your prompt is not an -!", type "enaCCR>" at the ~X~: 
"@". 

2) When you see the prompt "I", type 
"<CTRL-E>set(SP>OJ-MON-YY<SP>HH:~M<CR>"; that is, two 
numbers for the day, a dash, the first three letters of 
the month, a dash, and then two numbers for the year. 
Follow this with a space, then give the time on 24 hour 
basis. and end with <CR> You must tyoe the entire date 
and time to reset any part of it. 

3) Type a confirming (CR>. 

4) At the EXEC .~", type "day<CR>" to check the new date and 
time. 

13.7 Connecting to and Disconnecting from the Micronode TYMBASE 

Introduction 

The two sets of procedures documented below allow you control 
whether or not the system will communicate the micronode 
TYMBASE. The ability to control the system-s interaction 
with th~ micronode is useful when some micronode error is 
causinq system oroblems or when the micronode is down and 
the system should not try to connect to it. ~ach s~t of 
procedures allows y~u to do the same things: Turn the 
micronode connection off, which causes the system to 
ignore the micronode; and turn the micronode connection 
on. which tells the system to synchronize with the 
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micronode. Method ~ and Method 8 differ in where you give 
the controling commands. ~ethod A uses commands given in 
EXEC. In Method 9, in the other hand, you use EDOT. 
Method R should be used only during crash recovery, when 
you must control how the system interacts with the 
micronode as it comes up. Tn all other cases, control 
1nt~raction from the EXEC ~ith Method A. 

Method A: Controling interaction from FXEC 

To turn off the micronode connection 

1) At the EXEC "2", type "<CTRL-E>tymnet<SP>off<CR)". 

To turn on the micronode connection 

1) At the EXEC "@", type "<CTRL-r>tymnet<So>on<C~>". 

Method S: Controling interaction from EDOT 

To turn off the micronode connection 

1) In EDDT, type "tymflg/". 

2) After the system prints a Value, type' "O<CR)". 

To turn on th~ micronode connection 

1) In r~DT. type atymflg/". 

2) After the system prints a value, type "-l(CR)". 
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APPENDIX 

This section ;s designed for Quick reference; use it when you need 
to look up a certain step in a procedure, cannot remember 
exactly what order to do things, and so forth. No exolanations 
of when to use these procedures, discussions of what they do. or 
suggestions about what to do if things 90 wrong 2re included 
here. For this type of information go to the first part of this 
manual where the procedures outlined in this section are 
discussed in greater length. All sections references in this 
appendix are also to earlier sections in this document. 

WHAT TO DO IF THE SYSTEM IS HUNG 

1) Put address switch 31 on (up). 

2) Put data Switch 2 on. 

3) Put CONSOLE DEPOSIT THIS momentarily on. 

4) Put data switch 0 on. 

~, Put CONSOLE DEPOSIT THIS momentarily on. 

6) ~ait until activity (the fLiCKering of the lights, etc.) 
stops. 

7) Bring the system up with the disk recovery procedure. 

DISK RECOVERY 

1) Record the BU~HLT number and error liqhts. 

2) Type "dskrLd(ESC>g-. The reoonse should be "reloading from 
diskh. If you never get this message. begin a tape recovery. 

3) When the system says. "BOOT FROM DISK PACK # rCR ~OR ANY]", 
type <CR>. 

4) When the operator·s terminal says REDDT", type ·start<ESC)g-. 

5) If CHECKOISK runs' successfully, the system will announce 
aAugust in operation- and ask for the date and time. Enter 
th~se in the form DO-MON-YY<SP>HH:MM and follow with (CR>. 

6) At the @ prompt, log in by typing "oper(SP>password<SP><CR>-, 
where password stands for your password. 
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7) Type "ena(CR>". 

8) Type "ref<SP>a<CR>w. 

AUTOMATIC RECQVEFY 

If a System XXV set for automatic recovery comes up 
successfully, you do not need to do anything until you log in as 
an operator. 

1) At the @ prompt, log in by typing ·oper(SP>password<SP><CR>", 
where oassword stands for your password. 

2) Type "ena(CR)". 

3) Type "ref(~P>a<CR>". 

iAPE RECOVERY 

1) Record the BUGHLT number and error lights. 

2) If the power has gone off, you must reLoad the microcode as 
documented in steps 3 through 12. If the power has not gone 
off, sKip to step 13. 

3) "1ount the microcode tape on the tape drive. 

4 ) Put all switch,::,s on the control panel off (down). 

5) Put address switch 32 on (up). 

6) Put MICRO PR OC E SSf')R STOP on. 

1) Put MICRO PROCESSOR MIPC on. 

S) Put MI eRO PROCESSOR CL~ momentarily on. 

9) Put MI eRO PROCESSOR CONT momentarily on. 

10) Put MICRO PROCESSOR MIPC off. 

11) C'ut MICRO PROCESSOR STOP off. 

12) Put MICRO PROCESSOR CONT momentarily on. The taoe should 
soin and then stoP. Remove the microcode tape from the tape 
drive. 
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131 You are now ready to read in the new mo~itor. Mount the 
mon-ttor tape on the taoe drive. [start here ; f you do not 
want to load the microcode.J 

14) Put all switches on the cant ro l panel off. 

15) Put address switches 214- and 26 on. 

16) Put MICRO PROCESSOR STOP on. 

17) out MICRO PROCESSOR MIPC on. 

13) put MICR'J PROCESSOR CLR momentarily on. 

1ql Put MJCR0 PROCE.SSOR CONT momentarily on. 

20) Put ,.,rCRO PR'JCESSOR MIPC off. 

21) Put MICR0 PROCESSOR STOP off. 

22) Momentarily put MICRO PROCESSOR CONT on. The tape should 
spin and then stop. 

23) Put address switches 24 and 26 off. 

24) Put address switches 29 and 30 on. 

25) ~omentar;ly put CONSOLE START on twice. 

26> When the cperator·s terminal says "EOOT-, type 
"start<ESC>g". 

27) F.emove the monitor tape from the tape drive. 

28) !fter the system reports the size of the memory, put ~I PA~ 
ERR STOP and MEM PAR ERR STOP on. 

2 0 ) If CHECKD!SK runs successfully, the system will announce 
"August in operation- and ask for the date and time. Enter 
these in the form bO-MON-YY<SP>HH:MM and follow with (CR>. 

3D) At the @ prompt. Log in by typing 
"oper<SP)password<SP><CR>", where password stands for your 
password. 

31) Type "ena<CR>". 

32) Type "ref<SP)a(CR>". 
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STANDALONE RECOVERY 

1) ~ecord the 9UGHLT number and error lights. 

2) Follow the procedure tor tape recovery (section 8) from step 
13 through step 25. If you suspect there has been a power 
failure, do step 3 through 25 of the tape recovery procedure. 

3) When the operator~s terminal says "[DDT", type "dbugsw/". 

4) Type "2<CR>". 

5) Type "start<ESC)g". The monitor tape shGuld spin. 

6) The system will request the date and time. Enter these in 
the form DD-MON-YY<SP>HH:MM and follow with <CR). 

7) You will automatically be logged in as "system", but not 
enabled. 

DISK REBUILD STRATEGY CR TOTAL CATASTROPHE 

WARNIN~: Never attempt this without specific instructions from 
a manager or an operating systems pro~rammer. 

1) Check with Tymshare Maintenance to make sure the hardware is 
good. 

2) Follow the tape recovery procedure from steps 13 through 25. 
If there has been a power failure, do steps 3 through 25. 

3) When the operator·s terminal says "[DDT", type "dbugsw/". 

4) Type "2<CR>". 

5) Type ·syslod<ESC>g". 

6) ~hen the system asks. "Do you really want to clobber the disk 
by reinitializing?", type "y<CR)-. 

7) Load the DLUSER taoe on the tape drive. 

8) Type "l", for "load". When the system asks, "Load from 
magtape MTAN:", tyoe "mtaO:<C~>· CWO" here is zero). Confirm 
this with another <CR). 

9) When the system aSKs, "File Number?·, type "O(CR)". 
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10) When the system has read the DLU~ER tile and prompts you 
with a period (.), tyoe "s.". 

11) ~hen you see "Interruot at nnn", where nnn ;s some number, 
type "la, for "load", then specify amtaO:<CR)", and confirm 
with another <CR>. 

12) When the system aSKs, "File Number?", type "1<CR)". 

13) At the period prompt, type "s.". 

14) ~ount the first Full Dump Tape. MaKe sure you load the Full 
Dump Tapes in numerical order. 

15) To DU~PE~'s question, "DUMP, LOAD, CHECK, OR SINGLE?", tyoe 
"l", for "load". 

16) For the second question, "DO YOU ~!SH TO SUPERSEDE OLDER 
V~RSIONS ALWAYS?", type "nne 

17) For the Question, "SPECIFIC USERS?", type "nne 

18) To answer, "INTO SAME DIRECTORIES?", type "y". 

19) When requested, "TYPE MAG TAPE UNIT NUMBER", type "0" 
(zero). 

20) DUMPER will now read the tape; when it is finished, it will 
print, "MOUNT NEXT TAPE, IF ANY. TYPE C, WHE~ READY, N, IF 
NO ~OR~". M~unt the next tape and type "c". 

21) When DUMPER asks for the mag tape unit number; type "0". 

22) Continue mounting and loadin~ Full DUmp Tapes. tyoing "c" to 
continue and then giving 0 (zero) for mag tape unit number, 
until 3ll the tapes have been read. 

23) ~hen you have finished loadin~ the Full Dump Taoes, begin 
loading the Incremental Dump Tapes. Be sure that you load 
the Incremental Dump Tapes in chronGlogical order, beginning 
with the one made right after the Full Dump and ending with 
the most recent. 

24) After the system'has read the last Incremental Dump Tape, 
when OUMPfR says~ "MOUNT NEXT TAPE, IF ANY. TYP~ r, WHE~ 
READY, N, IF NO MORE"t type "nne 

2S) When you see an interrupt message followed by a period, halt 
th~ system, and begin a disk recovery. (To halt the system 
use Method A of section 13.5, Halting the System.) 
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CHANGING RECOVERY SWITCH SETTINGS 

1) rt your prompt is not an "!", type "ena(CR)" at the EXEC "@". 

2) At the "!" prompt, type Bmddt(CR)". 

3) Type "switchname/". where switchname stands for the name of 
the switch you ~ant to cha~ge. 

4) Type "switchvalue(C~>". where switchvalue stands for the new 
value the switch should have: O. 1, or 2. 

5) Type n(CTRL-c)n to return to EXEC. 

CORRECTING PR08LEMS FOUND BY CHECKDISK 

1) If only one file has errors, delete and exoung~ that file. 
Be sure to tyoe the entire file name. 

2) If more than one file is involved, delete and expunge all 
files with IDAs. Do not delete the files with MDAs at this 
point. 

3) Halt the system with Method A of section 13.5 and bring it up 
with disk recovery. If CHECKDISK again finds files with IOAs, 
repeat this procedure. 

4) Once no files have IOAs, if one or more files have MDAs, 
delete and expunge the file with the largest number of MDAs, 
halt the system. and brin~ it uo with disk recovery. Do this 
three times. If you then still have more than 20 files with 
~DAs, call an operating systems programmer. 

NOTE~ Keep a list of the files you delete and expunQe, and 
restore them after the system comes up. Always send messages to 
all users whose files have been deleted and restored. 

RUNNING CHECKDISK Y"URSELF FROM EXEC 

1) At the EXEC "@", type ·(system>checkdisk(ESC><CR>·. 

2) When CHECKDISK asks, "Do you want to run in multiple fork 
mode?". type .y", for yes". All answers to CHECKDISK·s question 
must be capitalized and one letter. 

3) To the question, "Do you want to run bacKwards?", type "~". 
for no. 
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4) To the question: "Rebuild the bit table?". type "N". 

5) To the question: "Scan for disk addresses?", type "N n • 

6) CHECKDISK will check the disk for bad files. For 
instructions on how to deal with bad files. see section 13.2. 

DELETING AND EXPUNGING FILES 

1) It your prompt is not an W!", type "ena(CR)" at the EXEC "@". 

2) Connect to the directory that contains the file by typing 
"cd<SP>directoryname(CP'>", where directoryname stands for the 
name of the directory you need. 

3) Type "del<SP>filename(CR>". Make sUre you type the entire 
f1le name including e~tensions. Do not use <~SC> to fill out 
th~ name -- the file may not be recognized correctly. Procede 
all unusual characters in the file name, for example ~t with 
(CTRL-V>. 

4) If the system tells you the file is perpetual, type 
"not<SP>perp<SP>filename" and then delete the file. 

5) Type "exp<ESC><CR>". 

6) When you finish deleting files, type "cd<SP)ooer<CP,)". 

NOTE: Always send a message to any user whose files you hav~ 
deleted. 

HALTING THE SYSTEM 

~ethod A. Halting a Running System from the Operator's Ter~inal 

This procedure has two steps. First, you need to get into 
MINI-[XEC. and then you need to halt the system. If you are 
already in MINI-~XEC when you decide to halt the ~ystem, 
start this procedure on step 4. if you are not, start at step 
1. The way to tell if you are in MINI-EXEC is to look at the 
prompt. It it is. a period C.l, you are in MINI-EXEC; if it 
is ~nything else, you are n~t. 

1) Tf your prompt ;s not an ",A, type "ena(CR)" at the 
EXEC n@". 

2) Type "Quit<CR)" 

3) ~hen the system aSKS, "Do you really want to go into 
AUGUST monitor? (Confirm)", type H(C~>". 

5) At the period e.) promot. type Ph". 
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6' Th~ system will echo. "HALT TENEX". 

7) -ype ".". 

B) ~he system will halt. 

Method e. Haltin9 the System from the Control Panel 

1) Put ad~ress switch 31 on (up). 

2) Put data switch 2 on. 

3) Put CONSOL: DEPOSIT THIS on. 

4l Put data switch 0 on. 

5) Put CONSOLE DEP~SIT THIS on. 

6) When activity (the flickering of the lights, etc.) stops; 
the system has halted. 

CHANGING THE DATE AND TIME 

1) If your prompt is not an "!", type "ena(CR>" at the EXEC "3". 

2) When you see the prompt "!"t type 
"<CTRL-E>set<SP>DD-MON-YY<SP>HH:MM<CR>"; that is. two numbers 
for the day, a dash, the first three letters of the month. a 
dash, and then two numbers for the year. Follow this with a 
space and then give the time on 24 hour basis. You must tYDe 
the entire date and time to reset any part of it. 

'3) Type a confirming <CR). 

4) At the EXEC "9", tyoe "day<CR>" to check the new date and 
time. 

CONNECTING TO AND DISCONNECTING FROM MICRONODE TYMBASE 

Method A: Controling interaction from ~XEC 

TO turn off the micronode connection 

1) At the EXEC _@n, type "(CTRL-E>tymn~t(SP>off(CR>w. 

To turn on the micronode connection 

1) ~t the EXEC "@". type "(CTRL-E>tymnet(SP>on(CR>w. 
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Method B: Controling interaction from EDDT 

To tUrn off the micronode connection 

1) In EDDT, type -tymflg/". 

2) After the system prints a value. type "O<CR>-. 

To turn on the micronode connection 

1) In EDDT, type "tymflg/-. 

2) After the system prints a value, type "-l<CR)". 
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